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Abstract
The 1/N expansion in quantum field theory is formulated within an algebraic
framework. For a scalar field taking values in the N by N hermitian matrices, we
rigorously construct the gauge invariant interacting quantum field operators in the
sense of power series in 1/N and the ‘t Hooft coupling parameter as members of
an abstract *-algebra. The key advantages of our algebraic formulation over the
usual formulation of the 1/N expansion in terms of Green’s functions are (i) that
it is completely local so that infra-red divergencies in massless theories are avoided
on the algebraic level and (ii) that it admits a generalization to quantum field
theories on globally hypberbolic Lorentzian curved spacetimes. We expect that our
constructions are also applicable in models possessing local gauge invariance such
as Yang-Mills theories.
The 1/N expansion of the renormalization group flow is constructed on the al-
gebraic level via a family of *-isomorphisms between the algebras of interacting
field observables corresponding to different scales. We also consider k-parameter
deformations of the interacting field algebras that arise from reducing the symme-
try group of the model to a diagonal subgroup with k factors. These parameters
smoothly interpolate between situations of different symmetry.
1 Introduction
A common strategy to gain (at least approximate) information about physical models is
to expand quantities of interest in terms of the parameters of the model. For example
∗Electronic mail: stefan@bert.uchicago.edu
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in perturbation theory, one expands in terms of the coupling parameter(s) of the theory.
In quantum theories, it is sometimes fruitful to expand in terms of Planck’s constant,
~. The key point in all cases is that the theory one is expanding about—often a linear
theory in the first example, and the classical limit in the second example—is under better
control, and that there exist, in many cases, systematic and constructive schemes to
calculate the deviations order by order. Another such expansion that has by now become
standard in quantum field theory is the expansion in 1/N , where N describes the number
of components of the field(s) in the model. As in the previous two examples, the theory
that one expands about, i.e., the large N limit, is often somewhat simpler than the theory
at finite N , and can sometimes even be solved exactly. (Just as an example, it can
happen [17] that the large N limit of a non-renormalizable theory is renormalizable, and
the 1/N -corrections remain renormalizable.)
The 1/N expansion in quantum field theory was first introduced by ‘t Hooft [15] in
the context of non-abelian gauge theories. He observed that, if one explicitly keeps track
of all factors of N in the perturbative expansion of a connected Green’s function of gauge
invariant interacting fields, then the series can be organized as a power series in 1/N ,
provided that the coupling parameter of the theory is also chosen to depend on N in a
suitable way. Moreover, he showed that the Feynman diagrams associated with terms at a
given order in 1/N can naturally be related to Riemann surfaces with a number of handles
equal to that order. Thus, in the 1/N expansion of this model, the leading contribution
corresponds to planar diagrams, the subleading contribution to diagrams with a toroidal
topology, etc.
The usual schemes for calculating the Green’s functions in perturbation theory im-
plicitly assume that the interacting fields approach suitable “in”-fields in the asymptotic
past, which one assumes can be identified with the fields in the underlying free field the-
ory that one is expanding about. The existence of such “in”-fields is closely related with
the possibility to interpret the theory in terms of particles, and with the existence of an
S-matrix. However, none of these usually exist in massless theories. Thus, the formula-
tion of the 1/N expansion in terms of Green’s functions is potentially problematical in
massless theories. These problems come into even sharper focus if one considers theories
on non-static (globally hypberbolic) Lorentzian spacetimes. Here there is not, in general,
available even a preferred vacuum state based on which to calculate the Green’s func-
tions. Moreover, one would certainly not expect the fields to approach free “in”-fields in
the asymptotic past for example in spacetimes that do not have suitable static regions in
the asymptotic future and past (such as our very own universe).
A strategy to avoid these difficulties has recently been developed in [3, 4]. The new idea
in those references is to construct directly the interacting field operators as members of
some *-algebra of observables, rather than trying to construct the Green’s functions. The
key advantage of this approach is that, as it turns out, the interacting fields operators can
always be defined in a completely satisfactory way, without any reference to an imagined
(in general non-existent) “in”-field, or “in”-states in the asymptotic past. Consequently,
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infra-red problems do not arise on the level of the interacting field observables and their
associated algebras1. Not surprisingly, these ideas have also been a key ingredient in the
construction of interacting quantum field theories in curved spacetimes [11, 12, 10].
The purpose of this article is to show that it is also possible to formulate the 1/N
expansion directly in terms of the interacting fields and their associated algebras of ob-
servables to which these fields belong, thereby achieving a complete disentaglement from
the infra-red behavior of the theory. We will consider in this article explicitly only the
theory of a scalar field in the N⊗ N¯ representation of U(N) on Minkowski space. How-
ever, since our algebraic construction is done without making use of any of the particlular
features of Minkowski space, it can be generalized to arbitrary Lorentzian curved space-
times by the methods of [3, 11, 12]. Also, we expect that our methods are applicable
to models with local gauge symmetry such as Yang-Mills theories, although the algebraic
construction of the interacting fields in such theories is more complex due to the presence
of unphysical degrees of freedom, and still a subject of investigation, see e.g. [5, 16, 7].
We now summarize the contents of this paper. In section 2 we review, in a pedagogical
way, the construction of the field observables and the corresponding algebra associated
with a single, free hermitan scalar field φ. This algebra is sufficiently large to contain
the Wick powers of φ and their time ordered products, which are required later in the
construction of the corresponding interacting quantum field theory. A description of the
properties of these objects and their construction is therefore included.
In section 3, we generalize these constructions to a free scalar field in the N ⊗ N¯
representation of U(N), and we show how to construct the 1/N expansion of this theory
on the level of field observables and their associated algebras.
In section 4, we proceed to interacting quantum field theories. Based on the algebraic
construction of the underlying free quantum field theory in section 3, we construct the
interacting quantum fields as formal power series in 1/N and the ‘t Hooft coupling as
members of a suitable algebra AV , where V is a gauge invariant interaction. The contri-
butions to these quantities arising at order H in the 1/N expansion correspond precisely
to Feynman diagrams whose toplogy is that of a Riemann surface with H handles. We
point out that the algebras AV also incorporate an expansion in ~ (“loop-expansion”) [4],
as well as by construction an expansion the coupling parameters appearing in V . There-
fore, the construction of AV in fact incorporates all three expansions mentioned at the
beginning.
In section 5 we review, first for a single scalar field, the formulation of the renormal-
ization group in the algebraic framework [10] that we are working in. We then show that
this construction can be generalized to an interacting field in the N ⊗ N¯ representation
of U(N) with gauge invariant interaction, defined in the sense of a power series in 1/N .
The renormalization group map, is therefore also defined as a power series in 1/N .
1Such divergences will arise, if one tries to construct (non-existent) quantum states in the theory
corresponding to “free incoming particles”.
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In section 6, we vary the constructions of sections 3 and 4 by considering interactions
that are invariant only under some subgroup of U(N). We show that, for a diagonal sub-
group with k factors, the algebraic construction of the 1/N expansion can still be carried
through, but now leads to deformed algebars of interacting field observables which are la-
beled by k real deformation parameters associated with the relative size of the subgroups.
These parameters smoothly interpolate between situations of different symmetry. The
contributions to an interacting field at order H in 1/N are now associated with Riemann
surfaces that are “colored” by k “spins”, where each coloring is weighted according to the
values of the deformation parameters.
2 Algebraic construction of a single scalar quantum
field
The perturbative construction of an interacting quantum field theory is based on the
construction on the corresponding free quantum field theory, and we shall therefore begin
by considering free fields. In this section, we will review how to define an algebra of
observables associated with a single free hermitian Klein-Gordon field of massm, described
by the the classical action2
S =
∫
(∂µφ∂
µφ+m2φ2) ddx, (1)
which is large enough in order to contain the Wick powers and the time ordered products
of the field φ. Our review is essentially self-contained and follows the ideas developed
in [4, 10, 11, 12, 3], which the reader may look up for details.
For pedagogical purposes, we begin by defining first a “minimal algebra” of observables
associated with the action (1). Consider the free *-algebra over the complex numbers
generated by a unit 1 and formal expressions φ(f) and φ(h)∗, where f and h run through
the space of compactly supported smooth testfunctions on Rd. The minimal algebra is
obtained by factoring this free algebra by the following relations.
1. (linearity) φ(af + bh) = aφ(f) + bφ(h) for all a, b ∈ C and testfunctions f, h.
2. (field equation) φ((∂µ∂µ −m2)f) = 0 for all testfunctions f .
3. (hermiticity) φ(f)∗ = φ(f¯).
4. (commutation relations) [φ(f), φ(h)] = i∆(f, h) · 1, where ∆(f, h) is the advanced
minus retarded propagator for the Klein-Gordon equation, smeared with the test-
functions f and h.
2Our signature convention is −+++ . . . .
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We formally think of the expressions φ(f) as the “smeared” quantum fields, i.e., the
integral of the formal3 pointlike quantum field against the test function f ,
φ(f) =
∫
Rd
φ(x)f(x) ddx. (2)
The linearity of the expression φ(f) in f corresponds to the linearity of the integral.
Relation 2) is the field equation for φ(x) in the sense of distributions, i.e., it formally
corresponds to the Klein-Gordon equation for φ(x) via a partial integration. Relation
3) says that the field φ is hermitian and relation 4) implements the usual commutation
relations of the free hermitian scalar field on d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime.
The minimal algebra is too small for our purposes. It does not, for example, contain
observables corresponding to Wick powers of the field φ at the same spacetime point, nor
their time ordered products. These are, however, required if one wants to construct the
interacting quantum field theory perturbatively around the free theory. We now construct
an enlarged algebra, W, which contains elements corresponding to these observables. For
this purpose, it is useful to first present the minimal algebra in terms of a new set of
generators, defined by W0 = 1, and
Wa(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fa) = (−i)
a ∂
a
∂λ1 · · ·∂λa
eiφ(F )e
1
2
∆+(F,F )
∣∣∣∣
λi=0
, F =
a∑
λifi, (3)
where ∆+ is any distribution in 2 spacetime variables which is a solution to the Klein-
Gordon equation in each variable, and which has the property that its antisymmetric
part is equal to (i/2)∆. In particular, we could choose ∆+ = (i/2)∆ at this stage, but
it is important to leave this choice open for later. It follows from the definition that
W1(f) = φ(f), that the quantities Wa are symmetric under exchange of the testfunctions,
and that
Wa(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fa)
∗ =Wa(f¯1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fa), Wa(f1 ⊗ · · · (∂
µ∂µ −m
2)fi ⊗ · · · fa) = 0. (4)
Using the algebraic relations 1)–4), one can express the product of two such quantities
again as a linear combination of such quantities,
Wa(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fa) ·Wb(h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hb)
=
∑
P
∏
(k,l)∈P
∆+(fk, hl) ·Wc(⊗i/∈P1fi ⊗⊗j /∈P2hj), (5)
where the following notation has been used to organize the sum on the right side: We
consider sets P of pairs (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , a} × {1, . . . , b}; we say that i /∈ P1 if there is no j
3Since ∆ is a distribution, relation 4) implies that the field φ necessarily has a distributional character.
Therefore, the field only makes good mathematical sense after smearing with a test function.
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such that (i, j) ∈ P, and we say j /∈ P2 if there is no i such that (i, j) ∈ P. The number
c is related to a and b by a+ b− c = 2|P|, where |P| is the number of pairs in P.
It is easy to see that relations (4) and (5) form an equivalent presentation of the
minimal algebra, i.e., we could equivalently define the minimal algebra to be the abstract
algebra generated by the elements Wa(⊗ifi), subject to the relations (4) and (5), instead
of defining it as the algebra generated by φ(f) subject to the relations 1)–4) above (this
is true no matter what the particular choice of ∆+ is). Thus, all we have done so far is
to rewrite the minimal algebra in terms of different gerenators.
To obtain the desired extension, W, of the minimal algebra, we now choose a distri-
bution ∆+ which is not only a bisolution to the Klein-Gordon equation with the property
that its antisymmetric part is equal to (i/2)∆, but which has the additional property that
that it is of positive frequency type in the first variable and of negative frequency type
in the second variable. This condition is formalized by demanding that the wave front
set4 WF(∆+), (for the definition of the wave front set of a distribution, see [9]) has the
following, so-called “Hadamard”, property
WF(∆+) ⊂ {(x1, x2; p1, p2) ∈ (R
d × Rd)× (Rd × Rd \ (0, 0)) |
p1 = −p2, (x1 − x2)
2 = 0, p1 ∈ V¯
+} ≡ C+, (6)
where V¯ ± denote the closure of the future resp. past lightcone in Rd. The key point
is now that the relations (4) and (5) make sense not only for test functions of the form
f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fa, but even much more generally for any test distribution, t, in the space E
′
a
of compactly supported distributions in a spacetime arguments which have the property
that their wave front set does not contain any element of the form (x1, . . . , xn; p1, . . . , pn)
such that all pi are either in the closure of the forward lightcone, or the closure of the
past light cone,
E ′a = {t ∈ D
′(×aRd) | t comp. supp., WF(t) has no element
in common with (×aRd)× (×aV¯ +) or (×aRd)× (×aV¯ −)}. (7)
Indeed, these conditions on the wave front set on the t, together with the wave front set
properties (6) of ∆+ can be shown to guarantee that the potentially ill defined products
of distributions occurring in a product Wa(t) ·Wb(s) are in fact well-defined and are such
that the resulting terms are each of the form Wc(u), with u again an element in the space
E ′c.
5
We take W to be the algebra generated by symbols of the form Wa(t), t ∈ E ′a, subject
to the relations (4) and (5), with ⊗ifi in those relations replaced by distributions in the
4It can be shown that the wave front set of a distribution is actually invariantly defined as a subset
of the cotangent space of the manifold on which the distribution is defined. The set (6) should therefore
be intrinsically thought of as a subset of T ∗(Rd × Rd).
5We note that the wave front set of (i/2)∆ is not of Hadamard type, and ∆+ = (i/2)∆ is not a
possible choice in the construction of W .
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spaces E ′a. Our definition of the generators Wa(t) depends on the particular choice of ∆+.
However, as an abstract algebra, W is independent of this choice [11]. To see this, choose
any other bidistribution ∆′+ with the same wave front set property as ∆+, and let W
′ be
the corresponding algebra with generators W ′a(t) defined as in eq. (3). Then W and W
′
are isomorphic. The isomorphism is given in terms of the generators
Wa(t)→
∑
2n≤a
a!
(2n)!(a− 2n)!
W ′a−2n(〈F
⊗n, t〉), (8)
where F = ∆+ − ∆′+, and where 〈F
⊗n, t〉 is the compactly supported distribution on
×a−2nRd defined by
〈F⊗n, t〉(y1, . . . , ya−2n) =
∫
t(x1, . . . , x2n, y1, . . . , ya−2n)
∏
i
F (xi, xi+1)
∏
ddxi. (9)
(That this distribution is in the class E ′a−2n follows from the wave front set properties of
∆+,∆
′
+, which, together with the wave equation imply that F is smooth.)
This completes our construction of the algebra of quantum observables for a sin-
gle Klein-Gordon field associated with the action (1). Quantum states in the algebraic
framework are by definition linear functionals ω : W → C which are positive in the
sense that ω(A∗A) ≥ 0 for all A ∈ W, and which are normalized so that ω(1) = 1.
This algebraic notion of a quantum state encompasses the usual Hilbert-space notion of
state, in the sense that any vector or density matrix in a Hilbert-space on which the
elements of W are represented as linear operators defines an algebraic state in the above
sense via taking expectation values. Conversely, given an algebraic state ω, the GNS-
construction yields a representation pi on a Hilbert space H containing a vector |Ω〉 such
that ω(A) = 〈Ω|pi(A)|Ω〉. Note, however, that it is not true that any state on W arises
in this way from a single, given Hilbert-space representation (this is closely related to the
fact that W has (many) inequivalent representations). The algebra W can be equipped
with a unique topology that makes the product and *-operation continuous [11], and the
notion of a continuous state onW can thereby be defined. The continuous states ω onW
can be characterized entirely in terms of the n-point distributions ω(φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)) of
the field φ. Moreover, it can be shown [14], that the continous states are precisely those
for which the 2-point distribution has wave front set eq. (6), and for which the so-called
“connected” n-point distributions are smooth for n 6= 2.
The invariance of the action (1) under the Poincare-group is reflected in a corre-
sponding invariance of W, in the sense that W admits an automorphic action of the
Poincare-group: For any element {Λ, a} of the Poincare group consisting of a proper,
orthochronous Lorentz transformation Λ and a translation vector a ∈ Rd, there is an
automorphism α{Λ,a} on W satisfying the composition law α{Λ,a} ◦ α{Λ′,a′} = α{Λ,a}·{Λ′,a′}.
The action of this automorphism is most easily described if we choose a ∆+ which is in-
variant under the Poincare-group. (Since W is independent of the choice of ∆+, we may
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do so if we like.) An admissible6 choice for ∆+ with the above properties is the Wightman
function of the free field,
∆+(x, y) = w
(m)(x− y) ≡
1
(2pi)d−1
∫
p0≥0
δ(p2 −m2)eip(x−y) ddp. (10)
With this choice, the action of α{Λ,a} is simply given by
7
α{Λ,a}(Wa(t)) = Wa(t ◦ {Λ, a}). (11)
Furthermore, with this choice for ∆+, the generators Wa(t) correspond to the usually
considered normal ordered products of fields,
Wa(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fa) = :
a∏
i=1
φ(fi) :, (12)
and the product formula (5) simply corresponds to “Wick’s theorem” for multiplying to
Wick-polynomials.
Since W1(f) = φ(f), the enlarged algebra W contains the minimal algebra generated
by the free field φ(f) as a subalgebra. In fact, W also contains Wick powers of the field
at the same spacetime point as well as their time-ordered products, which are not in
the minimal algebra. These objects can be characterized axiomatically (not uniquely,
as we shall see) by a number of properties that we will list now. In order to state these
properties of in a convenient way, let us introduce the vector space V whose basis elements
are labelled by formal products of the field φ and its derivatives,
V = span{O =
∏
∂µ1 · · ·∂µkφ}, (13)
so that each element of V is given by a formal linear combination
∑
gjOj , gj ∈ C. We refer
to the elements of V as “formal” field expressions, because no relations such as the field
equation are assumed to hold at this stage. Consider, furthermore, the space D(Rd;V)
of smooth functions of compact support whose values are elements in the vector space V.
Thus, any element F ∈ D(Rd;V) can be written in the form F (x) =
∑
fi(x)Oi, where
Oi are basis elements in V, and where fi are complex valued smooth functions on Rd of
compact support.
We view the Wick powers as linear maps
D(Rd;V)→W, fO → O(f) (14)
6That the wave front set of the Wightman function is equal to (6) is proved e.g. in [18].
7That t ◦ {Λ, a} is again an element of E ′a is a consequence of the covariant transformation law
WF(f∗t) = f∗WF(t) of the wave front set [9], where f can be any diffeomorphism, together with the
fact that the future/past lightcones are preserved under the action of the proper, orthochronous Poincare
group. On the other hand, a Lorentz transformation reversing the time orientation does not preserve the
spaces E ′a and consequently does not give rise to an automorphism of W .
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and the n-fold time ordered products as multi linear maps
T : ×nD(Rd;V)→W, (f1O1, . . . , fnOn)→ T (
∏
fiOi). (15)
Time ordered products with only one factor are required to be given by the corresponding
Wick power,
T (fO) ≡ O(f). (16)
The further properties required from the time ordered products (including the Wick pow-
ers as a special case) are the following8:
(t1) (symmetry) The time ordered products are symmetric under exchange of the argu-
ments.
(t2) (causal factorization) If I is a subset of {1, . . . , n}, and if the supports of {fi}i∈I are
in the causal future of the supports of {fj}j∈Ic (Ic denotes the complement of I),
then we ask that
T
(∏
i
fiOi
)
= T
(∏
i∈I
fiOi
)
T
(∏
j∈Ic
fjOj
)
. (17)
(t3) (commutator)[
T
(
n∏
i=1
fiOi
)
, φ(h)
]
= i
∑
k
T
(
f1O1 · · ·
∑
µ1...µl
(h∂µ1 . . . ∂µl∆ ∗ fk)
∂Ok
∂(∂µ1 . . . ∂µlφ)
· · · fnOn
)
, (18)
where we have set (∆ ∗ f)(x) =
∫
∆(x− y)f(y) ddy.
(t4) (covariance) Let {Λ, a} be a Poincare transformation. Then
α{Λ,a}
(
T (
∏
i
fiOi)
)
= T
(∏
i
ψ∗{Λ,a}(fiOi)
)
, (19)
where ψ∗{Λ,a} denotes the pull-back of an element in D(R
d;V) by the linear trans-
formation x→ Λx+ a.
8Actually, one ought to impose additional renormalization conditions specifically for time ordered
products containing derivatives of the fields, see e.g. [5] and [13], beyond the requirements (t1)–(t8)
below. Such conditions are important e.g. in order to show that the field equations or conservation
equations hold for the interacting fields, but they do not play a role in the present paper. We have
therefore omitted them here to keep things as simple as possible.
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(t5) (scaling) The time ordered products have the following “almost homogeneous” scal-
ing behavior under simultaneous rescalings of the intertial coordinates and the mass,
m. Let λ > 0, and set fλ(x) = λ−nf(λx) for any function or distribution on Rn.
For a given prescription T (m) for the value m of the mass (valued in the algebra
W(m) associated with this value of the mass), consider the new prescription T (m)′
defined by
T (m)′
(∏
i
fiOi
)
≡ λ−
∑
diσλ
[
T (λm)
(∏
i
fλi Oi
)]
, (20)
where σλ : W(λm) → W(m) is the canonical isomorphism9, and where di is the
“engineering dimension”10 of the field Oi. (Note that T (λm) is valued in W(λm).)
Then we demand that T (m)′ depends at most logarithmically on λ in the sense
that11
T (m)′ = T (m) + polynomial expressions in lnλ. (21)
(t6) (microlocal spectrum condition) Let ω be a continuous state on W. Then the
distributions ωT : (f1, . . . , fn) → ω(T (
∏
fiOi)) are demanded to have wave front
set
WF(ωT ) ⊂ CT , (22)
where the set CT ⊂ (×
n
R
d) × (×nRd \ {0}) is described as follows (we use the
graphological notation introduced in [2, 3]): Let Γ(p) be a “decorated embedded
Feynman graph” in Rd. By this we mean an embedded Feynman graph Rd whose
vertices are points x1, . . . , xn with valence specified by the fields Oi occurring in the
time ordered product under consideration, and whose edges, e, are oriented null-
lines [i.e., (xi − xj)2 = 0 if xi and xj are connected by an edge]. Each such null
line is equipped with a momentum vector pe parallel to that line. If e is an edge
in Γ(p) connecting the points xi and xj with i < j, then s(e) = i is its source and
t(e) = j its target. It is required that pe is future/past directed if xs(e) is not in the
past/future of xt(e). With this notation, we define
CT =
{
(x1, . . . , xn; k1, . . . , kn) | ∃ decorated Feynman graph Γ(p) with vertices
x1, . . . , xn such that ki =
∑
e:s(e)=i
pe −
∑
e:t(e)=i
pe ∀i
}
. (23)
9The canonical isomorphism is defined by σλ :W(λm) ∋Wa(t)→ λ−a ·Wa(tλ) ∈ W(m).
10In scalar field theory in d spacetime dimensions, the mass dimension of a field O is defined as the
number of derivatives plus (d− 2)/2 times the number of factors of φ plus twice the number of factors of
m2.
11The difference T (m) − T (m)′ describes the failiure of Tm to scale exactly homogeneously. For the
time ordered products with only one factor (i.e., the Wick powers), it can be shown that this difference
vanishes, i.e., the Wick powers scale exactly homogeneously in Minkowski space. For the time ordered
products with more than one factor, the logarithms cannot in general be avoided.
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(t7) (unitarity) We have T ∗ = T¯ , where T¯ is the “anti-time-ordered product, defined as
T¯ (f1O1 . . . fnOn) =
∑
I1⊔···⊔Ij={1,...,n}
(−1)n+jT (
∏
i∈I1
f¯iOi) . . . T (
∏
i∈Ij
f¯iOi), (24)
where the sum runs over all partitions of the set {1, . . . , n} into disjoint subsets
I1, . . . , Ij.
(t8) (smooth dependence upon m) The time ordered products depend smoothly upon
the mass parameter m in the following sense. Let ω(m) be a 1-parameter family
of states on W(m). We say that ω(m) depends smoothly upon m if (1) the 2-point
function ω
(m)
2 (x, y) when viewed as a distribution jointly in m, x, y has wave front
set
WF(ω
(m)
2 ) ⊂ {(x1, x2, m; p1, p2, ρ) | (p1, p2, ρ) 6= 0, (x1, x2; p1, p2) ∈ C+}, (25)
where the set C+ was defined above in eq. (6), and if (2) the truncated n-point
functions ω
(m)conn
n are smooth jointly in m, x1, . . . , xn. We say the prescription T
(m)
is smooth in m if ω
(m)
T (f1, . . . , fn) = ω
(m)(T (m)(
∏
fiOi)) (viewed as a distribution
jointly in m and its spacetime arguments) has wave front set
WF(ω
(m)
T ) ⊂
{
(x1, . . . , xn, m; k1, . . . , kn, ρ) |
(k1, . . . , kn, ρ) 6= 0, (x1, . . . , xn; k1, . . . , kn) ∈ CT }
}
(26)
for such a smooth family of states, where the set CT was defined above in eq. (23).
It is relatively straightforward to demonstrate the existence of a prescription for defin-
ing the Wick powers as elements of W satisfying the above properties. For example, for
the fields φa ∈ V, a = 1, 2, . . . , the corresponding algebra elements φa(f) ∈ W satisfying
the above properties may be defined as follows. Let H(m)(x, y) be any family of bidistri-
butions satisfying the wave equation in both entries and the wave front set condition (6),
whose antisymmetric part is equal to (i/2)∆(x, y), and which has a smooth dependence
upon m in the sense of (t8). Define
φa(x) =
δn
inδf(x)n
eiφ(f)+
1
2
H(m)(f,f)
∣∣∣∣∣
f=0
. (27)
Then φa(f) ∈ W satisfies (t1)–(t8). This definition of φa(f) can be restated equivalently
as follows: We may use the bidistribution ∆+ = H
(m) in the definition of the generators
Wa (see eq. (3)) and the algebra product (5) of W, since we have already argued that W
is independent of the particular choice of ∆+. Consider the distribution t given by
t(x1, . . . , xa) = f(x1)δ(x1 − x2) · · · δ(xa−1 − xa), (28)
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where δ is the ordinary delta-distribution in Rd. Then one can show that t is in the class
of distributions E ′a, and definition (27) (in smeared form) is equivalent to setting
φa(f) =Wa(t) ∈ W, (29)
where it is understood thatWa is defined in terms of ∆+ = H
(m). Wick powers containing
derivatives are defined in a similiar way via suitable derivatives of delta distributions.
The usual “normal ordering” prescription for Wick powers would correspond to setting
H(m) equal to the Wightman 2-point function w(m) given above in eq. (10). However, this
is actually not an admissible choice in our framework since, by inspection w(m) (and
hence the vacuum state) does not depend smoothly upon m in the sense of (t8). In
fact, the Wightman 2-point function w(m)(x − y) explicitly contains a term of the form
J [m2(x−y)2] logm2 with a logarithmic dependence upon the massm, where J is a smooth
(in fact, analytic) function that can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions. For this
reason, the usual normal ordering prescription violates our condition (t8) that the Wick
powers have a smooth dependence upon m. An admissible choice for H(m) is e.g. w(m)
without this logarithmic term,
H(m)(x, y) = w(m)(x− y)− J [m2(x− y)2] logm2. (30)
Since normal ordering is not admissible in our framework, it follows that no prescription
for Wick powers satisfying (t1)–(t8) can have the property that it has a vanishing expec-
tation value in the vacuum state for all values of m ∈ R, because this property precisely
distinguishes normal ordering. However, we can always adjust our prescription within
the freedom left over by (t1)–(t8) in such a way that all Wick powers have a vanishing
expectation value in the vacuum state for an arbitrary, but fixed value of m. It is there-
fore clear that, in practice, our prescription is just as viable as the usual normal ordering
prescription, since m can take on only one value. On the other hand, our prescription
would lead to different predictions in a theory containing a spacetime dependent mass.
It is not possible to give a similarly explicit construction of time ordered products
satisfying (t1)–(t8) with more than one factor. Using the ideas of “causal perturbation
theory” (see e.g. [19]) one can, however, give an inductive construction of the time ordered
products so that (t1)–(t8) are satisfied which is based upon the above construction of
the Wick powers (i.e., time ordered products with one factor). These constructions are
described in detail in [3, 5, 12] (see expecially [12] for the proof that scaling property (t5)
can be satisfied), and we will therefore only sketch the key steps and ideas going into this
inductive construction, referring the reader to the references for details.
The main idea behind the inductive construction is that the causal factorization prop-
erty expressing the temporal ordering of the factors in the time ordered product already
defines time ordered products with the desired properties for non-coinciding spacetime
points once the Wick powers are known. Namely, if e.g. suppf1 is before suppf2, suppf2
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is before suppf3 etc., then the causal factorization property tells us that we must have
T (
∏
i
fiOi) = O1(f1) · · ·On(fn). (31)
Since the Wick powers on the right side have already been constructed, we may take this
relation as the definition of the time ordered products for testfunctions12 F = ⊗ni fi whose
support has no intersection with any of the “partial diagonals”
DI = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ ×
n
R
d | xi = xj ∀i, j ∈ I}, I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, (32)
in the product manifold ×nRd, because one can decompose such F into contributions
whose supports are temporally ordered via a partition of unity [3]. The causal factor-
ization property alone therefore already defines the time ordered products as W-valued
distributions, denoted T 0, on the space ×nRd, minus the union ∪IDI of all partial di-
agonals, and it can furthermore be seen that these objects have the desired properties
(t1)–(t8) on that domain. In order to define the time ordered products as distributions
on all of ×nRd, one has to construct a suitable extension T of T 0 to a distribution defined
on all of ×nRd in such a way that (t1)–(t8) are preserved in the extension process. This
step corresponds to the usual “renormalization” step in other approaches and is the hard
part of the analysis. Actually, we can even assume that T 0 is already defined everywhere
apart from the total diagonal Dn = {xi 6= xj ∀i, j}, since one can construct the extension
T inductively in the number of factors. Having constructed these for up to less or equal
than n − 1 factors then leaves the time ordered products with n factors undetermined
only on the total diagonal.
A key simplification for the extension problem occurs because the commutator condi-
tion (inductively known to hold for T 0) can be shown to be equivalent to the following
“Wick-expansion” for T 0,
T 0
(
n∏
i=1
Oi(xi)
)
=
∑
α1,α2,...
1
α1! . . . αn!
×
τ 0 [δα1O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δ
αnOn] (x1, . . . , xn) :
n∏
i=1
∏
j
[(∂)jφ(xi)]
αij :H . (33)
Here, the τ 0[⊗iΨi] are c-number distributions on ×nRd \ Dn [in fact equal to the ex-
pectation value of the time ordered product T 0(
∏
iΨi)] depending in addition upon an
arbitrary collection of fields Ψ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ψn ∈ ⊗nV, each αj is a multi index and we are
using the notation
δαO =
{∏
j
(
∂
∂[(∂)jφ]
)αj}
O ∈ V (34)
12Note that the time ordered products can be viewed as multi linear maps ×nD(Rd)→W for a fixed
choice of fields O1, . . . ,On.
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as well as α! =
∏
j αj ! for multi indices
13. The notation : :H stands for the “H-normal
ordered products”, defined by
:
k∏
i=1
φ(xi) :H =
δk
ikδf(x1) . . . δf(xk)
eiφ(f)+
1
2
H(m)(f,f)
∣∣∣∣∣
f=0
. (35)
The key point about the Wick expansion is that it reduces the problem of extending
the algebra valued T 0 to the problem of extending the c-number distributions τ 0. Since
we want the extensions T to satisfy (t1)–(t8), we also want the extensions τ of the τ 0
to satisfy a number of corresponding properties: First, the wave front set condition on
the T correspond to the requirement that WF(τ) ⊂ CT , where the set CT was defined
above in eq. (23). Second, since the T are required to be Poincare invariant, also the
extension τ must be Poincare invariant. Finally, since the T are supposed to have an
almost homogeneous scaling behavior under a rescaling x → λx (and a simultaneous
rescaling m→ λ−1m of the mass), the τ must have the scaling behavior(
∂
∂ log λ
)k {
λDτ (λ
−1m)(λx1, . . . , λxn)
}
= 0, (36)
for some k, where D is the sum of the mass dimensions of the fields Ψi on which τ depends,
and where we are indicating explicitly the dependence of τ upon the mass parameter14.
By induction, these properties are already known for τ 0 (i.e., off the total diagonal Dn), so
the question is only whether they can also be satisfied in the extension process. To reduce
this remaining extension problem to a simpler task, one shows [12] that it is possible to
expand the τ 0 in terms of the mass parameter m in a “scaling expansion” of the form
τ (m) 0 =
j∑
k=n
m2k · u0k + r
0
j , (37)
where the u0j are Poincare invariant distributions (independent of m) that scale almost
homogeneously under a rescaling of the spacetime coordinates,(
∂
∂ log λ
)k {
λD−2ku0k(λx1, . . . , λxn)
}
= 0, (38)
with WF(u0k) ⊂ CT , and where the remainder r
0
j is a distribution with WF(r
0
j ) ⊂ CT ,
smooth in m, whose scaling degree [3] can be made arbitrarily low by carrying out the
13We are also suppressing tensor indices in eqs. (33) and (34). For example, the notation (∂)jφ is a
shorthand for ∂(µ1 . . . ∂µj)φ
14The unitarity condition on the T also implies a certain reality condition on the τ , which however is
rather easy to satisfy in the present context.
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expansion to sufficiently large order j. The idea is now to construct the desired extension τ
by constructing separately suitable extensions of u0k and r
0
j . Actually, since the remainder
has a sufficiently low scaling degree, it extends by continuity to a unique distribution
rj, and that extension is seen to be automatically Poincare invariant, have wave front
set WF(rj) ⊂ CT , and have an almost homogeneous scaling behavior under a rescaling
of the coordinates and the mass parameter. The distributions u0k, on the other hand,
do not extend by continuity, but one can construct the desired extension as follows [12]:
One first constructs, by the methods originally due to Epstein and Glaser and described
e.g. in [19], an arbitrary extension that is translationally invariant and has the same
scaling degree as the unextended distribution. That extension then also satisfies the wave
front set condition [3], but it will not, in general, yield a distribution with an almost
homogeneous scaling behavior (i.e., homogeneous scaling up only to logarithmic terms),
nor will it be Lorentz invariant. The point is, however, that this preliminary extension
can always be modified, if necessary, so as to restore the almost homogeneous scaling
behavior and Lorentz invariance (while at the same time keeping the wave front set
property and translational invariance), see lemma 4.1 of ref. [12]. This accomplishes the
desired extension of the τ 0, and thereby establishes the existence of a prescription T for
time ordered products satisfying (t1)–(t8).
We emphasize that the above list of properties (t1)–(t8) does not determine the Wick
powers and time ordered products uniquely (for the time ordered products, this non-
uniqueness arises because the extension process is not unique). The non-uniqueness cor-
responds to the usual “finite renormalization ambiguities”. Their form is severly restricted
by the properties (t1)–(t8) and is described by the “renormalization group”, see section 5.
3 Algebraic construction of the field observables as
polynomials in 1/N
In this section, we generalize the algebraic construction of the field observables from a
single scalar field to a multiplet of scalar fields, and we will show that the number of
field components can be viewed as a free parameter that can be taken to infinity in a
meaningful way on the algebraic level. The model that we want to consider is described
by the classical action
S =
∫
Tr (∂µφ∂µφ+m
2φ2) ddx, (39)
where φ = {φij′} is now a field taking values in the hermitian N ×N matrices, and where
“Tr ” denotes the trace, with no implicit normalization factors. More precisely, we should
think of the field as taking values in the N⊗ N¯ representation15 of the group U(N), the
15We are putting a prime on the indices associated with the tensor factor transforming under N¯ in the
spirit of van der Waerden’s notation.
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trace being given by Trφa =
∑
φij′δ
j′kφkl′δ
l′m . . . φmn′δ
n′i in terms of the invariant tensor
δij′ in N⊗ N¯.
For an arbitrary, but fixed N , we begin by constructing a minimal algebra algebra of
observables corresponding to the action (39) in a similar way as described in the previous
section for the case of a single field. The minimal algebra is now generated by a unit and
finite sums of products of smeared field components, φij′(f), where f runs through all
compactly supported testfunctions, and where the “color indices” i and j′ run from 1 to
N . The relations in the case of general N differ from relations 1)–4) for a single field only
in that the hermiticity and commutation relations now read
3N . (hermiticity) φij′(f)
∗ = φj′i(f¯)
4N . (commutator) [φij′(f), φkl′(h)] = iδil′δkj′∆(f, h) · 1,
where ∆ is the advanced minus retarded propagator of a single Klein-Gordon field. We
construct an enarged algebra, WN , by passing to a new set of generators of the form (3)
and by allowing these generators to be smeared with suitable distributions, i.e., WN is
spanned by expressions of the form
A =
∫
:
a∏
k
φikjk′(xk) : t(x1, . . . , xa)
a∏
k=1
ddxk, (40)
where t ∈ E ′a and where we are using the usual informal integral notation for distributions.
The product of these quantities can again be expressed in a form that is similar to (5).
Since the real components of the field φij′ are not coupled to each other, the enlarged
algebraWN is isomorphic to the tensor product of the corresponding algebraW1 for each
independent real component of the field as defined in the previous section,
WN ∼=
N2⊗
W1, (41)
N2 being the number of independent real components of the field φij′.
The transformation φij′ → UikU¯j′ l
′
φkl′ leaves the classical action functional (39) in-
variant for any unitary matrix U ∈ U(N). This invariance property is expressed on the
algebraic level by a corresponding action of the group U(N) on the algebras WN via a
group of *-automorphisms αU . We are interested in the subalgebra
W invN = {A ∈ WN | αU(A) = A ∀U ∈ U(N)} (42)
of “gauge invariant” elements, i.e., the subalgebra of WN consisting of those elements
that are invariant under this automorphic action of the group U(N). It is not difficult to
convince oneself that, as a vector space, W invN is given by
W invN = span{Wa(t) | t ∈ E
′
|a|}, (43)
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where
Wa(t) =
1
N |a|/2
∫
: Tr
(∏
i1∈I1
φ(xi1)
)
· · ·Tr
( ∏
iT∈IT
φ(xiT )
)
: t(x1, . . . , x|a|)
|a|∏
i=1
ddxi.
(44)
Here, t ∈ E ′|a|, the symbol a now stands for a multi index, a = (a1, . . . , aT ), and we are
using the usual multi index notation
|a| =
T∑
i
ai. (45)
The Ij are mutually disjoint index sets containing each aj elements such that ∪jIj =
{1, . . . , |a|}. For later convenience, we have also incorporated an overall normalization
factor into our definition of the generators Wa(t). The generators are symmetric under
exchange of the arguments within each trace and under exchange of the traces16. Fur-
thermore, they satisfy a wave equation and hermiticity condition completely analogous
to the ones in the scalar case,
Wa(t¯) = Wa(t)
∗, Wa([1⊗ · · · (∂
µ∂µ −m
2)⊗ · · · 1]t) = 0, (46)
where the Klein-Gordon operator acts on any of the arguments of t.
Since W invN is a subalgebra of WN (i.e., closed under multiplication), the product of
two such generators can again be expressed as a linear combination of these generators.
In order to determine the precise form of this linear combination, one has to take care of
the color indices and the structure of the traces. Since the traces in the generators (44)
imply that there are “closed loops” of contractions of the color indices, there will also
appear similar closed loops of index contractions in the formula for the product of two
generators. Such closed index loops will give rise to combinatorical factors involving N .
We are ultimately interested in taking the limit when N goes to infinity, so we must study
the precise form of this N -dependence.
Since the N -dependence arises solely from the index structure and not from the space-
time dependence of the propagators, it is sufficient for this purpose to study the “matrix
model” given by the zero-dimensional version of the action functional (39),
Smatrix = m
2TrM2, (47)
where we have put M = φ in this case in order to emphasize the fact that we are dealing
now with hermitian N×N matrices M = {Mij′} with no dependence upon the spacetime
point (this action does not, of course, describe a quantum field theory). By analogy with
eq. (3), we define the “normal ordered product” of k matrix entries to be the function
:Mi1j1′ · · ·Mikjk′ : = (−i)
k ∂
k
∂J i1j1′ · · ·∂J ikjk′
eiJ ·M+
1
m2
J2
∣∣∣∣
J=0
(48)
16Another way of saying this is that theWa really act on distributions t with these symmetry properties.
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of the matrix entries where we have put M · J =
∑
ijMij′J
ij′. For the first values of k,
the definition yields : Mij′ : = Mij′, and : Mij′Mkl′ : = Mij′Mkl′ − δil′δkj′/m2, etc. The
(commutative) product of normal ordered polynomials : Q({Mij′}) : can be expressed in
terms of normal ordered polynomials via the following version of Wick’s theorem:
: Q1 : · · · : Qr : = : e
iM ·∂/∂J : 〈: e−iJ ·∂/∂MQ1 : · · · : e
−iJ ·∂/∂MQr :〉matrix
∣∣∣∣
J=0
, (49)
where we have introduced the “correlation functions”
〈: Q1 : · · · : Qr :〉matrix ≡ N
∫
dM : Q1 : · · · : Qr : e
−Smatrix (50)
which we normalize so that 〈1〉matrix = 1. It follows from these definitions that we always
have 〈: Q :〉matrix = 0. The correlation functions can be written as a sum of contributions
associated with Feynman diagrams. Each such diagram consists of r vertices that are
connected by “propagators”
〈Mij′Mkl′〉matrix =
1
m2
δil′δkj′, (51)
which are represented by oriented double lines, the arrow always going from the primed
to the unprimed index.
✲
✛
j′ k
i l′
The structure of i-th vertix is determined by the form of the polynomial Qi.
The space of gauge invariant polynomials in Mij′ is spanned by functionals of the
form17
Wa =
1
N |a|/2
: TrMa1 · · ·TrMaT : . (52)
which is the 0-dimensional analogue of expression (44), with the only difference that there
is no dependence on the smearing distribution t since we are in 0 spacetime dimensions.
Since these multi trace observables span the space of all polynomial U(N)-invariant func-
tion of the matrix entries, we already know that the product of Wa with Wb can again
17Note that these polynomials are not linearly independent at finite N . For example, for N = 2 there
holds the relation TrM3 − 32TrMTrM
2 + 12 (TrM)
3 = 0. A set of linearly independent polynomials can
be obtained using so-called “Schur-polynomials”.
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be written as a linear combination of such observables. We are interested in the de-
pendence of the coefficients in this linear combination on N . We calculate the product
Wa · Wb via Wick’s formula (49), and we organize the resulting sum of expressions in
terms of the following Feynman graphs. From the T traces in Wa, there will be T a-
vertices with aj legs each (we think of the legs as carring a number), where j = 1, . . . , T .
We draw the legs as double lines. As an example, let a = (a1, a2) = (3, 3), so that
W(3,3) = 1/N
3 : TrM3TrM3 :. In this case, we have 2 a-vertices with with 3 lines, each
corresponding to one trace with 3 factors of M . Each such vertex looks therefore as
follows:
The double lines should also be equipped with orientations that are compatible at the
vertex, although we have not drawn this here. From the S traces in Wb there are similarly
S b-vertices with bj legs each, where j = 1, . . . , S. We consider graphs obtained by joining
a-vertices with b-vertices by a double line representing a matrix propagator (51), but we
do not allow any a − a or b − b connections (such connections have already been taken
care of by the normal ordering prescription used in the definition of Wa respectively Wb).
We finally attach an “external current” Mij′ to every leg of an a-vertex or b-vertex that
is not connected by a propagator. An example of a Feynman graph resulting from this
procedure occurring in the product W(a1,a2) ·W(b1,b2) with a1 = a2 = b1 = b2 = 3 is drawn
in the following picture.
The resulting structure will consist of a number of closed loops obtained by following
the lines (including loops that run through external currents). There will be, in general, 3
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kinds of loops: (1) Degenerate loops around a single vertex that has only external currents
but no propagators attached to it. Let the number of such loops (i.e., isolated vertices) be
D. (2) Loops that contain at least one external current and at least one propagator line.
Let the number of these surfaces be J . (3) Loops that contain no external current. Let I
be the number of these loops. [Thus, in the above example graph, we have D = 0, I = 1
(corresponding to the inner square-shaped loop) and J = 1 (the loop running around the
square passing through the 4 external currents).]
Following a set of ideas by ‘t Hooft [15], we consider the big (in general multiply
connected) closed 2-dimensional surface S obtained by capping off the loops of type (2)
and (3) with little surfaces (we would obtain a sphere in the above example.) The total
number F of little surfaces in S is consequently given by
F = I + J. (53)
Let us label the loops containing currents by j = 1, . . . , D + J , and let cj be the the
number of currents in the corresponding loop. By construction, the number of edges, P ,
of the surface S is related to a, b, and c by
2P = |a|+ |b| − |c|, (54)
where we are using the same multi index notation as above. The number of vertices, V ,
in S is
V = T + S −D, (55)
i.e., is equal to the total number of traces T and S in Wa and Wb minus D, the number
of vertices that are not connected to any other vertex. We apply the well-known theorem
by Euler to the surface S which tells us that
F − P + V =
∑
k
(2− 2Hk), (56)
where Hk is the genus of the k-th disconnected component of S . The little surfaces in
S each carry an orientation induced by the direction of the enclosing index loops, and
these give rise to an orientation on each of the connected components of the big surface
S . An oriented 2-dimensional surface always has Hk ≥ 0, and Hk is equal to the number
of handles of the corresponding connected component in that case.
Let us analyze the contributions to the product Wa ·Wb associated with a given graph.
From the P double lines of the graph, there will be a contribution∏
lines (k, l)
1
m2
, (57)
associated with the double line propagators. From the closed loops of the kind (3) in the
graph there will be a factor
N I = N
∑
(2−2Hk)+(|a|+|b|−|c|)/2−V−J (58)
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because each of the I such closed index loops gives rise to a closed loop of index contrac-
tions of Kronecker deltas, N =
∑
δi
i. Finally, there will be a contribution
: TrM c1 · · ·TrM cJ+D : (59)
corresponding to the external currents in J + D closed loops of the kind (1) and (2)
containing ci external currents each. Taking into account the normalization factors of
N−|a|/2 respectively N−|b|/2 associated with Wa respectively Wb, and letting Vk be the
number of vertices in the k-th connected component of S , we therefore find
Wa ·Wb =
∑
graphs
(1/N)J+
∑
Hk+
∑
(Vk−2)
∏
lines (k, l)
1
m2
·Wc, (60)
where the sum is over all distinct Feynman graphs18.
We can easily generalize these considerations to calculate the product ofWa(f1⊗· · ·⊗
f|a|) with Wb(h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ h|b|) in the case when the dimension of the spacetime is non
zero. In this case, the legs of each a-vertex are associated with the smearing functions fj
appearing in the corresponding trace in eq. (44), and the legs of every b-vertex are likewise
associated with a smearing functions hk. Every matrix propagator connecting such an a
and b vertex then gets replaced by ∆+,
1
m2
→ ∆+(fj, hk). (61)
Furthermore, in a given graph, the J +D index loops with currents now correspond to a
contribution of the form19
: Tr
(
c1∏
φ(ji)
)
· · ·Tr
(
cJ+D∏
φ(jk)
)
:, (62)
where the jk ∈ {fk, hk} denotes the test function associated with the corresponding ex-
ternal current. With these replacements, we obtain the following formula for the product
of two generators Wa(⊗ifi) with Wb(⊗ihi) of the algebra W invN :
Wa(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f|a|) ·Wb(h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ h|b|)
=
∑
graphs
(1/N)J+
∑
Hk+
∑
(Vk−2)
∏
lines (k, l)
∆+(fk, hl)
·Wc(j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ j|c|). (63)
18Note that we think of the legs of a- and b-vertices as numbered, and so a graph is understood here as
a graph carrying the corresponding numberings. Topologically identical graphs with distinct numberings
of the legs count as different in the above sum, as well as similar sums below.
19To simplify, we are assuming here that ∆+ is given by the Wightman 2-point function, see eq. (10).
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An entirely analogous formula is obtained if the test functions ⊗ifi and ⊗jhj are replaced
by arbitrary distributions t and s in the spaces E ′|a| respectively E
′
|b|.
The important thing to observe about relation eq. (63) is how the coefficients in the
sum on the right side depend on N : The numbers Hk (the number of handles of the k-th
component of the surface S associated with the graph) and J are always non-negative.
The number Vk − 2 is also non-negative since the number of vertices in each component,
Vk, is by construction always greater or equal than 2. Hence, we conclude that 1/N
appears always with a non-negative power in the coefficients on the right side of eq. (63).
Since these coefficients are essentially the “structure constants” of the algebra W invN , it is
therefore possible take the large N limit on the algebraic level. We now formalize this idea
by constructing a new algebra which has essentially the same relations as the algebras
W invN , but which incorporates the important new point of view that N , or rather
ε =
1
N
(64)
is not fixed, but is instead considered as a free expansion parameter that can range freely
over the real numbers, including in particular ε = 0. We will then show that this algebra
contains elements corresponding to Wick powers and their time ordered products. The
construction of this new algebra therefore incorporates the 1/N expansion of the quantum
field observables associated with the action (39), including in particular the large N limit
of the theory.
Consider the complex vector space X [ε] consisting of formal power series expressions
of the form ∑
j≥0
εjWaj (tj) (65)
in the “dummy variable” ε, where the aj are multi-indices, and where the tj are taken from
the space E ′|aj | of distributions in |aj| spacetime variables defined in (7). We implement
the second of relations eq. (46) by viewing the symbols Waj (tj) as depending only on the
equivalence class of tj in the quotient space J|aj |, where
Jn = E
′
n/{(1⊗ · · · (∂
µ∂µ −m
2)⊗ · · · 1)s | s ∈ E ′n}. (66)
On the so defined complex vector space X [ε], we define a product by(∑
j≥0
εjWaj (tj)
)(∑
k≥0
εkWbk(sk)
)
=
∑
r≥0
εr
∑
r=k+j
Waj (tj) ·Wbk(sk), (67)
where the product Waj (tj) ·Wbk(sk) is given by formula eq. (63) (with 1/N replaced by ε
in this formula), and we define a *-operation on X [ε] by(∑
j≥0
εjWaj (tj)
)∗
=
∑
j≥0
εjWaj (t¯j). (68)
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Proposition 1. The product formula (67) and the formula (68) for the *-operation makes
X [ε] into an (associative) *-algebra with unit (given by 1 ≡W0).
Proof. We need to check that the product formula (67) defines an associative product,
and that the formula (68) for the *-operation is compatible with this product in the usual
sense. For associativity, we consider the associator of generators
A(ε) =Wa(r) · (Wb(s) ·Wc(t))− (Wa(r) ·Wb(s)) ·Wc(t), (69)
which we evaluate using the product formula in the order specified by the brackets. The
resulting expression can be written as a finite sum of terms of the form
∑
Qj(ε)Wdj (uj),
where the Qj(ε) are polynomials in ε, and where the uj are linearly independent. But
we already know A(ε) = 0 for ε = 1, 1/2, 1/3, etc., since the algebras W invN , N = 1, 2, 3,
etc. are associative. Therefore, the Qj(ε) must vanish for these values of ε. Since a
polynomial vanishes identically if it vanishes when evaluated on an infinite set of distinct
real numbers, it follows that the Qj vanish identically, proving that A(ε) = 0 as a power
series in ε. The consistency of the *-operation is proved similarly.
The construction of the algebra X [ε] completes our desired algebraic formulation of the
1/N expansion of the field theory associated with the free action (39). Our construction of
X [ε] depends on a particular choice of the distribution ∆+, but different choices again give
rise to isomorphic algebras, showing that, as an abstract algebra, X [ε] is independent of
this choice. Indeed, let ∆′+ be another bidistribution whose antisymmetric part is (i/2)∆
which satisfies the wave equation and has wave front set WF(∆′+) of Hadamard form, and
let X ′[ε] be the corresponding algebra constructed from ∆′+ with generators W
′
a(t). Then
the desired *-isomorphism from X [ε]→ X ′[ε] is given by
Wa(t)→
∑
graphs
εJ+
∑
Hk+
∑
(Vk−2) ·W ′b
(
〈
⊗
lines
F, t〉
)
. (70)
Here F is the smooth function given by ∆+ − ∆′+ and a graph notation as in eq. (63)
has been used: The sum is over all graphs obtained by writing down the T vertices
corresponding to the T traces in Wa(t), a = (a1, . . . , aT ), by contracting some legs with
“propagators”, and by attaching “external currents” to others. If xi is the point associated
with the i-th leg in a graph with n propagator lines (2n ≤ |a|), then
〈
⊗
lines
F, t〉(x1, . . . , x|a|−2n) =
∫
t(x1, . . . , x|a|)
∏
lines (i, j)
F (xi, xj)
∏
legs i
ddxi, (71)
where the second product is over all legs which have a propagator attached to them. The
numbers Hk and Vk are the number of handles respectively the number of vertices (≥ 2)
in the k-th disconnected component of the surface associated with the graph. J is the
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number of closed index loops associated with the graph which contain currents, and each
such loop with bi currents corresponds to a trace in W
′
b, where b = (b1, b2, . . . , bJ). We
note that this implies in particular that only positive powers of ε appear in eq. (70), which
is necessary in order for the right side to be an element in X [ε].
We finally show that X [ε] contains observables corresponding to the suitably normal-
ized smeared gauge invariant Wick powers and their time ordered products. To have a
reasonably compact notation for these objects, let us introduce the vector space of all
formal gauge invariant expressions in the field φ and its derivatives,
V inv = span
{
O =
∏
i
Tr
(∏
∂µ1 · · ·∂µkφ
)}
. (72)
If O is a monomial in V inv, we denote by |O| the number of free field factors φ in the
formal expression for O, for example |O| = 6 for the field O = Trφ4Trφ2. For a fixed N ,
the gauge invariant Wick powers are viewed as linear maps
D(Rd,V inv)→W invN , fO → O(f). (73)
Likewise, the gauge invariant time ordered products are viewed as multi linear maps
T : ×nD(Rd;V inv)→W invN , (f1O1, . . . , fnOn)→ T (f1O1 · · · fnOn). (74)
The Wick powers are identified with the time ordered products with a single factor. In the
previous section, we demonstrated that, in the scalar case (N = 1), the Wick powers and
time ordered products can be constructed so as to satisfy a number of properties that we
labelled (t1)–(t8). It is clear that these constructions can be generalized straightforwardly
also to the case of a multiplet of scalar fields in the adjoint representation of U(N) (with N
arbitrary but fixed) and thereby yield time ordered products with properties completely
analogous to the properties (t1)–(t8) stated above for the scalar case. We would now like
to investigate the dependence upon N of these objects and show that, if the time ordered
products are normalized by suitable powers of 1/N , these can be viewed as elements of
X [ε], i.e., that they can be expressed as a linear combination of Wa(t), with t depending
only on positive powers of ε = 1/N .
The Wick powers O(f) are constructed in the same way as in the scalar case, see
eq. (27). The only difference is that we need to multiply the Wick powers by suitable
normalization factors depending upon ε = 1/N in order to get well-defined elements of
X [ε]. Taking into account the normalization factor in the definition of the generators Wa,
eq. (44), one sees that
ε|O|/2O(f) ∈ X [ε]. (75)
Given that the suitably normalized Wick powers eq. (75) are elements in X [ε], one natu-
rally expects that their time ordered products are also elements in X [ε],
ε
∑
|Oi|/2T
(∏
i
fiOi
)
∈ X [ε]. (76)
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Now, if the testfunctions fi are temporally ordered, i.e., if for example the support of f1 is
before f2, the support of f2 before f3 etc., then the time ordered product factorizes into the
ordinary algebra product ε|O1|/2O1(f1)ε
|O2|/2O2(f2) . . . in X [ε], by the causal factorization
property of the time ordered products. Therefore, since the normalized Wick powers have
already been demonstrated to be elements in X [ε], also their product is (because X [ε]
was shown to be an algebra). Hence, one concludes by this arguments that if F = ⊗ifi
is supported away from the union of all partial diagonals DI in the product manifold
×nRd, then the corresponding time ordered product satisfies (76). However, for arbitrarily
supported testfunctions fi, the time ordered product does not factorize, and therefore does
not correspond to the usual algebra product. In other words, whether eq. (76) is satisfied
or not depends on the definition of the time ordered products on the partial diagonals
DI (as a function of N). As we have described explicitly above in the scalar case, the
definition of the time ordered products on the diagonals is achieved by extending the time
ordered products defined by causal factorization away from the diagonals in a suitable
way. Therefore, in order that eq. (76) be satisfied, we must control the dependence upon
N of the constructions in the extension argument, or, said differently, we must control
the way in which the time ordered products are renormalized as a function of N .
Acutally, we will now argue that one can construct time ordered products T satisfying
eq. (76) [in addition to (t1)–(t8)] from the scalar time ordered products that were con-
structed in the previous section, so there is no need to repeat the extension step. The
arguments are purely combinatorical and very similar to the kinds of arguments used
before in the construction of the algebra X [ε], so we will only sketch them here. Also,
to keep things as simple as possible, we will consider explicitly only the case in which all
the Oi contain only one trace and no derivatives, Oi = Trφ
ai . In order to describe our
construction of T (
∏
iOi), we begin by considering the coefficient distributions τ [⊗iφ
bi]
occurring in the Wick expansion (33) of the time ordered products T (
∏
φai) in the scalar
theory (N = 1). As it is well-known, these can be decomposed into contributions from
individual Feynman graphs
τ [φb1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ φbn ] =
∑
graphs γ
cγ · τγ [φb1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ φbn]. (77)
Here, the sum is over all distinct Feynman graphs γ (in the scalar theory) with n vertices
of valence bi each (and no external lines), and c
γ is a combinatorical factor chosen so that
τγ coincides with the distribution constructed by the usual Feynman rules (where the
latter are well-defined as distributions, i.e., away from the diagonals). Consider now, in
X [ε], the product ε|O1|/2O1(f1)ε|O2|/2O2(f2) . . . . If one evaluates this product successively
using the product formula (64), then one sees that the result is organized in terms the
following double-line Feynman graphs Γ: Each such graph has n vertices labelled by points
xi of valence ai each (drawn as in the figure at the bottom of p. 17). External lines ending
on a vertex xk carrying a color index pair (ij
′) are associated with a factor of φij′(xk).
Given a such a graph Γ, we form the surface SΓ by capping off the closed index loops
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with little surfaces, i.e. the index loops that do not meet any of the factors φij′(xk). We
do not cap off any of the index loops that meet one or more of the factors φij′(xk) along
the way, and these will consequently correspond to holes in the surface. We let J be the
number of such holes and we let h = 1, . . . , J be an index labelling the holes. We will say
that k ∈ h if the factor φij′(xk) is encountered when running around the index loop in the
hole labelled by h. Finally, for a given double line graph Γ, let γ be the single line graph
obtained from Γ by removing all the external lines, and by replacing all remaining double
lines by single ones. Then, for (x1, . . . , xn) such that xi 6= xj for all i, j — i.e., away from
all partial diagonals — we can rewrite T (
∏
Trφai(xi)) as follows:
ε
∑
ai/2T
(∏
i
Trφai(xi)
)
=
∑
Γ
εJ+
∑
Hk+
∑
(Vk−2)τγ(x1, . . . , xn)×
:
∏
h
Tr
{∏
k∈h
ε1/2φ(xk)
}
:H , (78)
where Vk is the number of vertices in the k-th disconnected component of SΓ, and Hk
the number of handles. The idea is now to define the time ordered product on the left
side by the right side for arbitrary (x1, . . . , xn), including configurarions on the partial
diagonals. A similar definition can be given for operators Oi containing multiple traces or
derivatives, the only difference being that the Feynman diagrams that are involved have
to also incorporate the multiple traces.
The key point about our definition (78) is that we have now complete control over the
dependence upon N of the time ordered products of gauge invariant elements: Since the
expression in the second line of the above equation is an element of X [ε] (after smearing),
it follows that the so-defined ε
∑
ai/2T (
∏
Trφai(xi)) is an element of X [ε] (after smearing).
Also, since the τ have been defined so that the corresponding time ordered products in
the scalar theory (see eq. (33), with τ 0 replaced by τ in that equation) satisfy (t1)–
(t8), it follows that the time ordered products at arbitrary N defined by eq. (78) also
satisfy these properties. A similar argument can be given when the operators Oi contain
multiple traces or derivatives. Thus, we have altogether shown that the algebra X [ε] of
formal power series in ε = 1/N contains the suitably normalized time ordered products
of gauge invariant elements, and that these time ordered products can be defined so that
they satisfy the analogs of (t1)–(t8).
4 The interacting field theory
In the previous sections, we constructed an algebra of observables X [ε] associated with the
free field described by the action (39), whose elements are (finite) power series in the free
parameter ε = 1/N . This algebra contains, among others, the gauge invariant smeared
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Wick powers of the free field and their time ordered products. In the present section we
will show how to construct from these building blocks the interacting field quantities as
power series in ε and the self-coupling constant in an interacting quantum field theory
with free part (39) and gauge invariant interaction part,
S =
∫
Tr (∂µφ∂µφ+m
2φ2) + V (φ) ddx. (79)
For definiteness we consider the self-interaction
V (φ) = gTrφ4 (80)
which will be treated perturbatively.
We begin by constructing the perturbation series for the interacting fields for a given
but fixed N . Let K be a compact region in d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, and let
θ be a smooth cutoff function with which is equal to 1 on K and which vanishes outside
a compact neighborhood of K. For the cutoff interation θ(x)V and a given N , we define
interacting fields by Bogoliubov’s formula
OθV (f) ≡
∂
i∂λ
S(θV )−1S(θV + λfO)
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
, (81)
where the local S-matrices appearing in the above equation are defined in terms of the
time ordered products in the free theory by
S
(
g
∑
j
fjOj
)
=
∑
n
(ig)n
n!
T
(
n∏∑
j
fjOj
)
, Oj ∈ V
inv. (82)
Although each term in the power series defining the local S-matrix is a well defined
element in the algebra W invN , the infinite sum of these terms is not, since this algebra by
definition only contains finite sums of generators. We do not want to concern ourselves
here with the problem of convergence of the perturbative series, so we will view the local
S-matrix, and likewise the interacting quantum fields (81), simply as a formal power series
in g with coefficients in W invN , that is, as elements of the vector space
W invN [g] =
{
∞∑
n=0
Ang
n
∣∣∣∣ An ∈ W invN ∀n
}
. (83)
We make the space W invN [g] into a ∗-algebra by defining the product of two formal power
series to be the formal power series obtained by formally expanding out the product of
the infinite sums, (
∑
nAng
n) · (
∑
mBmg
m) =
∑
k
∑
m+n=k(An · Bm)g
k, and by defining
the *-operation to be (
∑
nAng
n)∗ =
∑
nA
∗
ng
n.
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We now remove the cutoff θ on the algebraic level. For this, we first note that the
coefficients in the power series20 defining the interacting field (81) with cutoff are in fact
the so-called “totally retarded products”,
OθV (f) = O(f) +
∑
n≥1
(ig)n
n!
R(θTrφ4 . . . θTrφ4︸ ︷︷ ︸
n factors
; fO), (84)
each of which can in turn be written in terms of products of time ordered products. It
can be shown that the retarded products vanish whenever the support of θ is not in the
causal past of the support of f . This makes it possible to define the interacting fields not
only for compactly supported cutoff functions θ, but more generally for cutoff functions
with compact support only in the time direction, i.e., we can choose K to be a time slice.
Thus, when θ is supported in a time slice K, then the right side of eq. (84) is still a
well-defined element of W invN [g].
We next remove the restriction to interactions localized in a time slice. For this, we
consider a sequence of cutoff functions {θj} which are 1 on time slices {Kj} of increasing
size, eventually covering all of Minkowksi spacetime in the limit as j goes to infinity. It
is tempting to try to define the interacting field without cutoff as the limit of the algebra
elements obtained by replacing the cutoff function θ in eq. (81) by the members of the
sequence {θj}. This limit, provided it existed, would in effect correspond to defining the
interacting field in such a way that it coincides with the free “in”-field in the asymtptoic
past. However, it is well-known that such an “in”-field will in general fail to make sense in
the massless case due to infrared divergences. Moreover, it is clear that the local quantum
fields in the interior of the spacetime should at any rate make sense no matter what the
infrared behavior of the theory is. As we will see, these difficulties are successfully avoided
if, instead of trying to fix the interacting fields as a suitable “in”-field in the asymptotic
past, we fix them in the interior of the spacetime.
We now formalize this idea following [10] (which in turn is based on ideas of [3]). For
this, it is important that for any pair of cutoff functions θ, θ′ which are equal to 1 on a
time slice K, there exists a unitary U(θ, θ′) ∈ W inv[g] such that [3]
U(θ, θ′) · OθV (f) · U(θ, θ
′)−1 = Oθ′V (f) (85)
for all testfunctions f supported in K, and for all O. These unitaries are in fact given by
U(θ, θ′) = S(θV )−1S(h−V ), (86)
where h− is equal to θ − θ′ in the causal past of K and equal to 0 in the causal future of
K. Equation (85) shows in particular that, within K, the algebraic relations between the
interacting fields do not depend on one’s choice of the cutoff function. From our sequence
20This series is sometimes referred to as “Haag’s series”, since it was first obtained in [8].
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of cutoff functions {θj}, we now define u1 = 1 and unitaries uj = U(θj , θj−1) for j > 1,
and we set Uj = u1 · u2 · · · · · uj. We define the interacting field without cutoff to be
OV (f) ≡ lim
j→∞
Uj · OθjV (f) · U
−1
j , (87)
where f is allowed to be an arbitrary testfunction of compact support. In fact, using
eqs. (85) and (86), one can show (see prop. 3.1 of [10]) that the sequence on the right side
remains constant once j is so large that Kj contains the support of f , which implies that
the right side is always a well-defined element of W invN [g]. The unitaries Uj in eq. (87)
implement the idea to “keep the interacting field fixed in the interior of the slice K1”,
instead of keeping it fixed in the asymptotic past. This completes our construction of the
interacting fields without cutoff.
These constructions can be generalized to define time ordered products of interacting
fields by first considering the corresponding quantities associated with the cutoff interac-
tion θ(x)V ,
TθV (f1O1 · · · fnOn) ≡
∂
in∂λ1 · · ·∂λn
S(θV )−1S(θV +
∑
i
λifiOi)
∣∣∣∣
λi=0
, (88)
possessing a similar expansion in terms of retarded products,
TθV (
∏
i
fiOi) = T (
∏
i
fiOi) +
∑
n≥1
(ig)n
n!
R(θTr φ4 . . . θTrφ4︸ ︷︷ ︸
n factors
;
∏
i
fiOi). (89)
The corresponding time ordered products without cutoff, denoted TV (
∏
fiOi), are then
defined in the same way as the interacting Wick powers, see eq. (87). The latter are, of
course, equal to the time ordered products with only one factor,
OV (f) = TV (fO). (90)
The definition of the interacting fields as elements of W invN [g] depends on the chosen
sequence of time slices {Kj} and corresponding cutoff functions {θj}. However, one can
show (see p. 138 of [10]) that the *-algebra generated by the interacting fields does not
depend these choices in the sense that different choices give rise to isomorphic algebras21.
Furthermore, the local fields and their time ordered products constructed from different
choices of {Kj} and {θj} are mapped into each other under this isomorphism. In this
sense, our algebraic construction of the interacting field theory is independent of these
choices. Although this is not required in this paper, we remark that the above algebras
of interacting fields can also be equipped with an action of the Poincare group on d-
dimensional Minkowski spacetime by a group of automorphisms transforming the fields
21These algebras do not, of course, define the same subalgebra of W invN [g].
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in the usual way. Thus, we have achieved our algebraic formulation of the interacting
quantum field theory given by the action (79) for an arbitrary, but fixed N .
We will now take the large N limit of the interacting field theory on the algebraic level
in a similar way as in the free theory described in the previous section, by showing that
the (suitably normalized) interacting fields can be viewed as formal power series in the
free parameter ε = 1/N , provided that the ‘t Hooft coupling
gt = gN (91)
is held fixed at the same time. In fact, the suitably normalized interacting fields will be
shown to be elements of a subalgebra of the algebra X [ε, gt] of formal power series in gt
with coefficients in X [ε].
To begin, we prove a lemma about the dependence upon N of the n-th order con-
tribution to the the interacting field with cutoff interaction, given by the n-th retarded
product in eq. (89).
Lemma 1. Let ε = 1/N , Oi,Ψj ∈ V inv, let fi, hj ∈ D(Rd), and let Ti respectively Sj be
the number of traces occurring in Oi respectively Ψj. Then we have
R(
n∏
i=1
ε−2+Ti+|Oi|/2fiOi;
m∏
j=1
εSj+|Ψj |/2hjΨj) = O(1), (92)
where the notation O(εk) means that the corresponding algebra element ofW invN (supposed
to be given for all N) can be written as a linear combination of the generators Wa(t) with
t independent of ε, and with coefficients of order εk.
Proof. For simplicity, we first give a proof of eq. (92) in the case m = 1; the case of
general m is treated below. Let us define, following [4], the “connected product” in W invN
as the k-times multilinear maps on W invN defined recursively by the relation
(Wa1(t1)· · · ··Wak(tk))
conn ≡Wa1(t1)· · · ··Wak(tk)−
∑
{1,...,k}=∪I
class∏
I
(∏
j∈I
Waj (tj)
)conn
, (93)
where the “classical product” ·class is the commutative associative product onW
inv
N defined
by
Wa(t) ·class Wb(s) = Wab(t⊗ s), (94)
and where the trivial partition I = {1, . . . , k} is excluded in the sum. We now analyze the
ε-dependence of the contracted product, restricting attention for simplicity first to the
case when each of theWai(ti) contains only one trace. We use the product formula (63) to
evaluate the connected product (Wa1(t1) · · · · ·Wak(tk))
conn as a sum of contributions of the
form εIWb(s) associated with Feynman graphs Γ, where I is the number of index loops
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in the graph, and where s ∈ E ′|b| does not depend upon ε. It is seen, as a consequence of
our definiton of the connected product, that precisely the connected diagrams occur in
the sum. By arguments similar to the one given in the previous section, the number I
associated with a given conneceted diagram with k vertices is given by 2 − k − H − J ,
where H is the number of handles of the surface associated with the diagram, and where
J is the number of traces in the algebraic element Wb(s) associated with the contribution
of that Feynman graph. Consequently, since H, J ≥ 0, we have
(Wa1(t1) · · · · ·Wak(tk))
conn = O(εk−2) (95)
when each of the Wai(ti) contains only one trace. Now consider the retarded product
when each of the fields has only one trace, and when the supports of the testfunctions
fi, h satisfy
suppfi ∩ supph = suppfi ∩ suppfj = ∅. (96)
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the supports of the fi have no intersection
with either the causal past or the causal future of the support of h (otherwise, we write
each fi as a sum of two testfunctions with this property). Under these assumptions, the
retarded product is given by [4]
R(
n∏
i=1
fiOi; hΨ) =
∑
pi
[Opi1(fpi1), [Opi2(fpi2), . . . [Opin(fpin),Ψ(h)] . . . ]], (97)
when the supports of all fi have no point in common with the causal future of the support
of h, and by 0 otherwise. We now use the following lemma which we are going to prove
below:
Lemma 2. Let B,A1, . . . , An ∈ W invN . Then∑
pi
(
[Apin, [Api(n−1), . . . [Api1, B] . . . ]]
)conn
=
∑
pi
[Apin, [Api(n−1), . . . [Api1, B] . . . ]]. (98)
Since ε|Oi|/2Oi(fi) and ε|Ψ|/2Ψ(h) can be written in the form Wa(t) for some distribu-
tions t not depending on ε, it follows by eqs. (95) and (97) and the lemma that
R(
n∏
i=1
ε|Oi|/2fiOi, ε
|Ψ|/2hΨ) = O(εn−1) (99)
when the supports of fi, h satisfy eq. (96), and when each of the fields Oi,Ψ contains
only one trace. When the testfunctions fi, h have overlapping supports, the formula (97)
for the retarded products is not well-defined, or, alternatively speaking, the formula only
defines an algebra valued distribution on the domain
×n+1Rd \
⋃
I⊂{1,...,n+1}
DI , (100)
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where DI is a “partial diagonal” in the product manifold ×n+1Rd, see eq. (32). However,
as explained at the end of section 3, we are considering a prescription for constructing
the time ordered (and hence retarded) possessing a Wick expansion of the form eq. (78)
everywhere, including the diagonals. The Wick expansion eq. (78) implies that the N -
dependence on the diagonals is identical to that off the diagonals. Equation (99) therefore
follows immediately for all test functions. This proves the desired relation (92) when
m = 1 and when all fields contain only one trace.
The situation is a bit more complicated when the fields Oi,Ψ contain multiple traces.
In that case, we similarly begin by analyzing the N -dependence of the connected prod-
uct (93) when the Wai(ti) contain multiple traces, so that each ai now stands for a multi
index (ai1, . . . , aiTi), where Ti is the number of traces in Wai(ti), and where aij is the
number of free field factors appearing in the j-th trace of Wai(ti). It is seen that only the
following type of Feynman graphs can occur in the connected product of these algebra
elements: The valence of the vertices of the graphs are determined by the number of
fields aij appearing in the j-th trace of the i-th algebra element. For each fixed i, no
aij-vertex can be connected to a aik-vertex. For fixed i, l, there exist indices j, k such the
aij-vertex is connected to the alk-vertex. Analyzing the N -dependence of these graphs
arising from index contractions along closed index loops in same way as in our analysis of
the N -dependence of the algebra product (63), we find that the contributions from these
Feynman graphs are at most of order
O(εJ+2
∑
Hj+
∑
Vj−2C), (101)
where C is the number of disconnected components of the surface associated with the
graph, J is the number of closed index loops containing “external currents”, Vj is the
number of vertices in the j-th disconnected component, and Hj the number of handles
(components containing only a single vertex do not count). Clearly, we have Hj, J ≥ 0
and we know that ∑
Vj =
∑
Ti −D, (102)
with D the number of vertices that are not connected to any other vertex. In order to
estimate the number C of connected components of the graph, we first assume D = 0
and imagine the graph obtained by moving all the aij, j = 1, . . . , Ti on top of each other
for each i. The resulting structure will then only have one connected component, since
we know that for fixed i, l, there exist indices j, k such the aij-vertex is connected to the
alk-vertex. If we now move the aij, j = 1, . . . , Ti apart again for a given i, then it is clear
that we will create at most Ti − 1 new disconnected components. Doing this for all i, we
therefore see that our graph can have at most 1 + (T1 − 1) + · · ·+ (Tk − 1) disconnected
components. If D is not zero, then we repeat this argument for those vertices that are
not isolated, and we similarly arrive at the estimate
C ≤ 1− k +
∑
Ti −D. (103)
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for the number of disconnected components of any graph appearing in the connected
product (93). Hence, we find altoghether that
(Wa1(t1) · · · · ·Wak(tk))
conn = O(ε2k−2−
∑
Ti) (104)
when each of the Waj (tj) contains Tj traces. We can now finish the proof in just the same
way as in the case when all the fields Oi,Ψ contain only a single trace.
Now let m in eq. (92) be arbitrary and consider a situation wherein the supports of
the testfunctions fi, hj satisfy
suppfi ∩ supphj = suppfi ∩ suppfj = supphi ∩ supphj = ∅. (105)
Without loss of generality, we assume that the support of fi+1 has no intersection with
the causal future of the support of fi. Then it follows from the recursion formula (74) of
[4] together with the causal factorization property of the time ordered products (17) that
R(
n∏
i=1
fiOi;
m∏
j=1
hjΨj) =
∑
pi
[Opi1(fpi1), [Opi2(fpi2), . . . [Opin(fpin),Ψ1(h1) · · ·Ψm(hm)] . . . ]]
=
∑
I1∪···∪Im={1,...,n}
m∏
k=1
(∏
i∈Ik
ad(Oi(fi))
)
[Ψk(hk)] (106)
when the supports of all fi have no point in common with the causal future of the supports
of hj , and by 0 otherwise, and where we have set ad(A)[B] = [A,B]. Since N
−|Oi|/2Oi(fi)
and N−|Ψj |/2Ψj(hi) can be written in the form Wa(t) for some distribution not depending
on N , we conclude by the same arguments as above that(∏
i∈Ik
ad(Oi(fi))
)
[Ψk(hk)] = O(ε
2|Ik|−
∑
i∈Ik
(Ti+|Oi|/2)−(Sk+|Ψk|/2)), (107)
from which the statement of the theorem follows when the supports of fi, hj have the
properties (105). The general case can be proved from this as above.
We end the proof of lemma 1 with the demonstration of lemma 2: Let A =
∑
λiAi
and consider the formal power series expression
e−A · B · eA =
∑
m,n≥0
1
m!n!
(−A)m · B · An. (108)
For a fixed k > 0, consider the contribution to the sum on the right hand side arising
from diagrams such that precisely k A-vertices are disconnected from the other A- and
B-vertices. Since disconnected diagrams factorize with respect to the classical product
·class this contribution is seen to be equal to∑
m,n≥0
1
m!n!
∑
r+s=k
m!n!
r!(m− r)!s!(n− s)!
((−A)r · As) ·class ((−A)
m−r · B · An−s). (109)
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But this expression vanishes, due to
∑
r+s=k(−A)
r ·As/r!s! = 0, showing that e−A ·B ·eA =
(e−A ·B ·eA)conn. The statement of the lemma is obtained by differentiating this expression
n times with respect to the parameters λi.
Applying the lemma to the retarded products appearing in the definition (84) of the
interacting field with cutoff, (i.e., Oi = Trφ4, so that Ti = 1, |Oi| = 4 in that case), and
using our assumption g ∝ ε (see eq. (91)), we get
gnR(
n∏
θTrφ4; fO) = O(ε−T−|O|/2), (110)
where T is the number of traces in the field O. Therefore, since the cutoff interacting field
is a sum of such terms, we have found OθV (f) = O(ε−T−|O|/2) for the cutoff interacting
fields, viewed now as formal power series in the ‘t Hooft coupling parameter gt rather than
g. For the interacting time ordered products with cutoff, we similarly get TθV (
∏
Oi(fi)) =
O(ε−
∑
Ti+|Oi|/2). We claim that the same is true for the interacting fields without cutoff:
Proposition 2. Let ε = 1/N , O ∈ V inv with n factors of φ and T traces. Then
OV (f) = O(ε
−T−n/2) (111)
as formal power series in the ‘t Hooft coupling gt. More generally, for the interacting time
ordered products
TV (
∏
Oi(fi)) = O(ε
−
∑
Ti+ni/2), (112)
where Ti is the number of traces in Oi, and where ni is the number of factors of φ in Oi.
Proof. According to our definition of the interacting field without cutoff, eq. (87), we
must show that
εn/2+T · Uj · OθjV (f) · Uj
−1 = O(1) (113)
where {θj} and {Uj} are sequences of cutoff functions and unitary elements as in our
definition of the interacting field, see eq. (87). We expand Uj and OθjV (f) in terms of the
retarded products and use the fact, shown in [4], that only connected diagrams contribute
to each term in the resulting formal power series. The N -dependence of these terms can
then be analyzed in a similar fashion as in the proof of lemma 1 and gives (113).22 The
proof for the time ordered producs is similar.
The proposition allows us to view the suitably normalized interacting fields and their
time ordered products as elements of the algebra X [ε, gt] of formal power series in gt with
coefficients in X [ε], i.e., we have shown
εT+n/2OV (f) ∈ X [ε, gt], (114)
22Note, however, that the expansion of Uj itself contains negative powers of ε, i.e., it is not true that
Uj is of O(1) separately.
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and similarly for the interacting time ordered products23. We denote byAV the subalgebra
of X [ε, gt] generated by the fields (114) and their time ordered products,
AV = alg
{
ε
∑
Ti+|Oi|/2 · TV (
∏
i
fiOi)
∣∣∣∣ fi ∈ D(Rd),Oi ∈ V inv
}
⊂ X [ε, gt]. (115)
By the same arguments as given on p. 138 of [10], one can again prove that, as an
abstract algebra, AV does not depend on the choice of the cutoff functions entering in the
definition of the interacting field. Since the algebra AV is an algebra of formal power series
in ε = 1/N , the construction of AV accomplishes the desired algebraic formulation of the
1/N -expansion for the interacting quantum field theory associated with the action (79).
Since the algebra AV was constructed perturbatively, it incorporates not only an
expansion in 1/N , but also of course a formal expansion in the coupling parameters.
Moreover, one can show that the value of Planck’s constant, ~, (set equal to 1 so far)
can be incorporated explicitly into the algebra AV , and it is seen that the classical limit,
~ → 0 can thereby included into our algebraic formulation. Following [4], we briefly
describe how this is done. One first introduces an explicit dependence on ~ into the
algebra product (5) in W by replacing ∆+ in that product formula by ~∆+. With this
replacement understood, W can now be viewed as a 1-parameter family of *-algebras
depending on the parameter ~. It is possible to set ~ = 0 on the algebraic level. In this
limit, W becomes a commutative algebra, and 1
i~
times the commutator defines a Poisson
bracket in the limit. In this way, the 1-parameter family of algebrasW depending on ~ is
seen to be a deformation of the classical Poisson algebra associated with the free Klein-
Gordon field. These consideration can be generalized straightforwardly to the algebras
X [ε] as well as X [ε, gt], and we incorporate the dependence on ~ of these algebras into
the new notation X [ε, gt, ~]. The algebras of interacting fields, AV , with interaction now
taken to be 1
~
V , can be seen 24 to be subalgebras of X [ε, gt, ~], and therefore depend
likewise on the indicated deformation parameters,
AV = AV [ε, gt, ~]. (116)
The interacting field algebras consequently have a classical limit, ~→ 0, and can thereby
be seen to be non-commutative deformations of the Poisson algebras of classical (pertur-
batively defined) field observables associated with the action (79), that depend on 1/N
as a free parameter. In this way, the expansion of the large N interacting field theory
in terms of ~ is incorporated on the algebraic level, and the classical limit ~ → 0 can
be taken on this level. On the other hand, one can show that the vacuum state and the
23Note that the ε-dependence of the normalization factors necessary to make the interacting fields and
their time ordered products elements of X [ε, gt] differs from that in the free field theory, see (75).
24This is a non-trivial statement, because 1
~
V contains negative powers of ~. The proof of this statement
can be adapted from [4].
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Hilbert space representations of AV as operators on Hilbert space cannot be taken. This
demonstrates the strength of the algebraic viewpoint.
For a more general interaction
V (φ) =
∑
giOi (117)
including interaction vertices Oi ∈ V inv with Ti multiple traces, it follows from lemma 1
that the interacting field will still satisfy eq. (114), provided that the coupling constants
gi tend to zero for large N in such a way that the corresponding ‘t Hooft parameters git
defined by
git = giN
Ti+|Oi|/2−2 (118)
remain fixed (note that (91) is the special case Oi = Trφ4 of this relation). Thus, if the
coupling constants gi are tuned in the prescribed way, the interacting field algebra AV
is defined as a subalgebra of the algebra X [ε, g1t, g2t, . . . ] of formal power series in the ‘t
Hooft coupling parameters with coefficients in X [ε].
The perturbative expansion of the interacting fields (114) defined by the interac-
tion (80) as an element of AV is organized in terms of Feynman graphs that are associated
with Riemannian surfaces, where contributions from genus H surfaces are suppressed by a
factor εH . To illustrate this in an example, consider the interacting field ε3/2(Trφ)θV with
cutoff interaction θ(x)V . In order to have a compact notation for the decomposition of
the n-th order retarded product occuring in the perturbative expansion of this interacting
field into contributions associated with Feynman graphs, we first consider a corresponding
retarded product occurring in φθV in the theory of a single scalar field with interaction
θ(x)V , where V = gφ4. Such a retarded product can be decomposed in the form[19]
R(V (y1) · · ·V (yn);φ(x)) = g
n
∑
graphs Γ
rΓ(y1, . . . , yn; x) : φ
a1(y1) · · ·φ
an(yn) :H . (119)
The sum is over all connected graphs Γ with 4-valent vertices yi and a 1-valent vertex x,
and ai is the number of external legs (i.e., lines with open ends) attached to the vertex
yi. The rΓ are c-number distributions associated with the graph which are determined by
appropriate Feynman rules.
We now look at a correpsonding retarded product occuring in the perturbative expan-
sion of the corresponding field ε3/2(Trφ)θV in the large N interacting quantum field theory
with V = gTrφ4. By an analysis analogous to the one given in the proof of lemma 1, it
can be shown that such a retarded product can be written as a sum of contributions from
individual Feynman graphs as follows:
ε3/2R(V (y1) · · ·V (yn); Trφ(x)) = g
n
t
∑
genera H
εH
∑
graphs Γ
εf/2+T
· rΓ(y1, . . . , yn; x) : Tr
∏
i
φ(yi) · · ·Tr
∏
j
φ(yj) :H . (120)
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The expression on the right side is to be understood as follows: gt is the ‘t Hooft cou-
pling (91). The sum is over all distinct Feynman graphs Γ that occur in the corresponding
expansion (119) in the theory with only a single scalar field, and the c-number distribu-
tions rΓ are identical to the ones appearing in that expansion. The sum over graphs is
subdivided into contributions grouped together according to their topology specified by
the genus, H , of the graph, defined as the number of handles of the surface S obtained
by attaching faces to the closed index loops occuring in the given graph (we assume that a
double line notation as described in section 3 is used for the propagators and the vertices).
The external legs are incorporated by capping off each such external line connected to yk
and ending on the index pair ij′ with an “external current” φij′(yk). The external currents
are collected in the normal ordered term appearing in eq. (120), where each trace corre-
sponds to following through the index line to which the currents within that trace belong.
The number of traces in such a normal ordered term is denoted T , and the number of
factors of φ is denoted f .
The same remarks also apply to the perturbative expansion of the more general gauge
invariant fields ε|O|/2+TOθV in the large N theory. A similar expansion is also valid for the
corresponding fields without cutoff θ. Moreover, V may be replaced by an arbitrary (pos-
sibly non-renormalizable) local interaction of the form (117), provided that the couplings
are tuned in the large N limit in the manner prescribed in eq. (118).
5 Renormalization group
Our construction of the interacting field theory given in the previous section is equally
valid for interactions V that are renormalizable by the usual power counting criterion as
well as for non-renormalizable theories. Let us sketch how the distinction between renor-
malizable and non-renormalizable theories appears in the algebraic framework that we are
working in. For simplicity, let us first consider the theory of a single hermitian scalar field,
φ. We take the action of this scalar field to consist of a free part given by eq. (1), and an
interaction given by V =
∑
giOi, which might be renormalizable or non-renormalizable.
(As above, Oi are monomials in φ and its derivatives.) The difference between renor-
malizable V and non-renormalizable V shows up in the perturbatively defined interacting
quantum field theory as follows: Our definition of interacting fields depends on a prescrip-
tion for defining the Wick powers and their time ordered products in the free theory, which
is given by a map T with the properties (t1)–(t8) specified in section 3. As explained
there, these properties do not, in general, determine the time ordered products (i.e., the
map T ) uniquely, and this consequently leaves a corresponding ambiguity in the definition
of the interacting fields. However, as first shown25 in [10], the algebra of interacting fields
25The constructions in [10] were actually given in the more general context of an interacting (scalar)
field theory on an arbitrary globally hyperbolic curved spacetime. An explicit treatment of the special
case of Minkowski spacetime was recently given in [6].
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associated with interaction V constructed from a given prescription T is isomorphic to
the algebra constructed from any other prescription, T ′, provided the interaction is also
changed from V to V ′ =
∑
g′iOi, where each of the modified couplings g
′
i is a suitable
formal power series in the couplings g1, g2, . . . . Renormalizable theories are characterized
by the fact that V ′ always has the same form as V , modulo terms of the form already
present in the free Lagrangian.
If OV are the interacting fields constructed from the interaction V using the first
prescription for defining time ordered products in the free theory, and if O′V ′ are the
fields constructed from the interaction V ′ and the second prescription, then the above
isomorphism, let us call it R, can be shown [10] to be of the form
R : OiV →
∑
j
Zij · O
′
jV ′ , (121)
where we have omitted the smearing functions for simplicity. The “field strength renormal-
ization” constants Zij are formal power series in g1, g2, . . . . For renormalizable theories,
one can show that there will appear only finitely many terms in the sum on the right
side. The possible terms are restricted in that case by the requirement that the fields
Oj on the right side cannot have a greater engineering dimension than the field Oi on
the left side. In a non-renormalizable theory, no such restriction occurs. The map R
together with the transformation V → V ′ corresponds to the “renormalization group” in
other approaches. Since the interactions V might be viewed as elements of the abstract
vector space V spanned by the field monomials O, we may view the renormaliztion group
as providing a map V → V. The subspace of renormalizable interaction vertices V ∈ V
thus correpsonds precisely to the largest finite dimensional subspace of V that is invariant
under all renormalization group transformations.
One can in particular consider the special case in which the alternate prescription T ′
is related to the original prescription, T , for defining the time ordered products in the
free theory by a multiplicative change of scale (with multiplication factor λ > 0), i.e.,
T ′ is given terms of T by eq. (20). In that case, we obtain a family of isomorphisms
R(λ) labelled by the parameter λ, together with one-parameter families g′i = gi(λ), V
′ =∑
gi(λ)Oi and Zij(λ) (for details, we refer to [10]). By the almost homogeneous scaling
behavior of the time ordered products in the free theory, eq. (21), it the follows that
each term appearing in the power series expansions of gi(λ) and Zij(λ) depends at most
polynomially on lnλ. The functions λ → gi(g1, g2, . . . , λ) define the “renormalization
group flow” of the theory, which may be viewed as a 1-parameter family (in fact, group)
of diffeomorphisms on V. Thus, our formulation of the renormalization group flow is
that a given way of defining the interacting fields OV (i.e., using a given renormalization
prescription) is equivalent, via the isomorphism R(λ), to defining the fields O′V ′ via the
“rescaled” prescription — denoted by “prime” — obtained from the previous prescription
by changing the “scale” according to eq. (20), provided that the interaction is at the same
time modified to V ′ =
∑
gi(λ)Oi.
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We can re-express this renormalization group flow in a somewhat more transparent
way by noting that, from eq. (20), the rescaled prescription (i.e., the “primed” prescription
appearing in the renormalization group flow (121)) is given in terms of the original one
(up to the isomorphism σλ) simply by appropriately rescaling the mass, the field strenght
and the coordinates in the time ordered products in the free theory. Thus, by composing
R(λ) with σλ, we get the following equivalent version of our algebraic formulation of the
renormalization group flow: Let AV (U) be the algebra of interacting fields smeared with
testfunctions supported in a region U ⊂ Rd of Minkowski space. Then ρλ = R(λ) ◦ σλ is
given by
ρλ : A
(m)
V (λU) → A
(λ−1m)
V (λ) (U),
OiV (λx) →
∑
j
λ−djZij(λ) · OjV (λ)(x) (122)
and is again an isomorphism, where we are now indicating the dependence of the algebras
upon the mass parameter, m. Here, V (λ) =
∑
λ−δigi(λ)Oi, where di is the engineering
dimension of the field Oi and δi the engineering dimension of the corresponding coupling
gi, and the functions Zij(λ), gi(λ) are as in eq. (121). Stated differently, the action of ρλ
is described as follows: If the argument of an interacting field is rescaled by λ, this is
equivalent via ρλ to a redefinition of the interaction, V → V (λ) together with a suitable
redefinition of the field strength by the matrix λ−djZij(λ). We also note explicitly that
eq. (122) makes reference to only one given renormalization prescription.
An important feature of our algebraic formulation of the renormalization group flow
is that it is given directly in terms of the interacting field operators which are members
of the algebra AV , rather than in terms of the correlation functions of these objects, as is
normally done. Of course, one can always apply a state (i.e., a normalized linear functional
on the field algebra) to the relation (121) and thereby obtain a relation for the behavior
of the Green’s functions under a rescaling. Our algebraic formulation makes it clear that
the existence of the renormalization group flow is an algebraic property of the theory, i.e.
it is encoded in the local algebraic relations between the quantum fields. It has nothing to
do a priori with the vacuum state or e.g. the superselection sector of the theory. Besides
offering a conceptually new perspective on the nature of the renormalization group flow,
our algebraic formulation has the advantage that, since the construction is essentially of
a local nature, it works regardless of what the infra-red behavior of the theory is. This
makes the algebraic approach superior e.g. in curved spacetime [10], where there is no
preferred vacuum state, and where moreover the infra-red behavior of generic states is
very difficult to control (and at any rate, depends upon the behavior of the spacetime
metric at large distances).
The statements just made for the theory of a single, scalar field carry over straightfor-
wardly to a multiplet of scalar fields. In particular, they are true for the theory of a field
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φ in the N⊗ N¯ representation of the group U(N) with action (79), for any arbitrary but
fixed N .
The aim of the present section is to show that, for gauge invariant interactions, the
algebraic formulation of renormalization group carries over in a meaningful way in the
limit of large N , or more properly, that the renormalization group it can be defined
in the sense of power series in ε = 1/N , with positive powers. For this, consider two
different prescriptions T and T ′ for defining Wick powers and time ordered products
in the free theory satisfying (t1)–(t8), as well as eq. (76). An explicit construction of
such a prescription was given at the end of section 3, but we will not need to know the
details of that construction here. For a given gauge invariant interaction V =
∑
giOi ∈
V inv (renormalizable or non-renormalizable), let AV respectively A′V be the algebras of
interacting field observables constructed via the two prescriptions, each of which is a
subalgebra of X [ε, g1t, g2t, . . . ], where git are the ‘t Hooft coupling parameters related to
the couplings gi in the interaction via formula (118). Let the interacting quantum fields in
these algebras be ε|O|/2+TOV , respectively ε|O|/2+TO′V (T the number of traces), defined
as formal power series in ε and the ‘t Hooft parameters git.
Proposition 3. For any given V =
∑
giOi ∈ V inv there exists a V ′ =
∑
g′iOi ∈ V
inv and
a *-isomorphism
R : AV → A
′
V ′ (123)
such that g′i = g
′
itε
Ti+|Oi|/2−2 (Ti is the number of traces in the field Oi), with
g′it = g
′
it(g1t, g2t, . . . , ε) (124)
a formal power series in git and ε (i.e., containing only positive powers of ε). The action
of R on a local field is given by
R : ε|Oi|/2+TiOiV︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈AV
→
∑
j
Zij · ε
|Oj|/2+TjO′jV ′︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈A′
V ′
, (125)
where Zij are formal power series in g1t, g2t, . . . and ε, and where Ti is the number of
traces in Oi. [Recall that the ε-normalization factor in expressions like ε|O|/2+TOV in the
above equation is precisely the factor needed to make the latter an element of AV .] A
similar formula holds for the time ordered products.
Moreover, if the “prime” prescription is related to the “unprime” prescription via
a multiplicative change of scale (with multiplication factor λ), then each term in the
expansion of g′it(λ) and Zij(λ) depends at most polynomially on lnλ, e.g.,
Zij(λ) =
∑
a1,a2,...,h≥0
zij,a1a2...h(lnλ)g
a1
1t g
a2
2t . . . ε
h (126)
where the zij,a1a2...h are polynomials in lnλ.
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Proof. For any given, but fixed N , one can show by the same arguments as in [11] that any
two prescriptions T and T ′ for defining time ordered products with properties (t1)–(t8)
are related to each other in the following way:
T ′
(
n∏
i=1
fiOi
)
= T
(
n∏
i=1
fiOi
)
+
∑
∪jIj={1,...,n}
T

∏
j
δ|Ij |(
∏
k∈Ij
fkOk)

 . (127)
Here, the following notation has been introduced: The sum runs over all partitions of the
set {1, . . . , n}, excluding the trivial partition. The δk are maps
δk : ⊗
k
D(Rd;V inv)→ D(Rd;V inv), (128)
characterizing the difference between T and T ′ at order k. The maps δk have the form
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δk(
k∏
i=1
fiOi) =
∑
i
Fk,iΨi, (129)
where the functions Fk,i are of the form
Fk,i(x) =
∑
(µ1)...(µk)
ck,i
(µ1)...(µk)
∏
k
∂(µk)fk(x), (130)
with each (µi) denoting a symmetrized spacetime multi index (µi1 . . . µis), and with each
ck,i
(µ1)...(µk) denoting a Lorentz invariant tensor field (independent of x). Let us define a
V ′ in V inv[g1, g2, . . . ] (the space of formal power series in gi with coefficients in V inv) by
V ′ = lim
j→∞
∑
k≥1
ik
k!
δk(
k∏
θjV ), (131)
where {θj} represents any series of cutoff functions that are equal to 1 in compact sets
Kj exhausting R
d in the limit as j goes to infinity. Then, for any given but fixed N ,
the result [11] establishes the existence of an isomorphism R between the algebras of
interacting field observables associated with the two prescriptions satisfying eq. (121) for
some set of formal power series Zij in g1, g2, . . . , where the fields in that equation are now
given by gauge invariant expressions in V inv.
In order to prove the theorem, we must show that the interaction V ′ and the factors
Zij appearing in the automorphism R have the N -dependence specified by eqs. (121) re-
spectively (120). This will guarantee that the above automorphisms R defined separately
26Note that δ1 is not the identity, since we are allowing ambiguities in the definition of Wick powers,
rather than defining them by normal ordering.
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for each N given rise to a corresponding automorphism of the interacting field algebras,
viewed now as depending on ε = 1/N as a free parameter.
In order to analyze the N -dependence of V ′, let us consider the prescription T ′′ defined
by T ′ when applied to k factors or more, and defined by eq. (127) when applied to n ≤ k−1
factors. Then, by definition, the prescriptions T and T ′′ will agree on n ≤ k − 1 factors,
and
T ′′
(
k∏
i=1
fiOi
)
− T
(
k∏
i=1
fiOi
)
=
∑
i
Ψi(Fk,i), (132)
where Fk,i is as in eq. (130). If Si is the number of traces in the field Ψi, then we claim
that
Ψi(Fk,i) = O(1/N
Si+2k−2−
∑
Tj+|Oj |/2), (133)
where we recall that an algebra element A ∈ W invN given for all N is said to be O(1/N
h)
if it can be written as 1/Nh times a sum of terms of the form Wa(ta), with each ta ∈ E ′|a|
depending only on positive powers of 1/N . Using eq. (75), eq. (133) is equivalent to
Fk,i = O(1/N
Si+|Ψi|/2+2k−2−
∑
Tj+|Oj |/2). (134)
Assuming that this has been shown, we get the statement (120) about the N -dependence
of V ′ by plugging this relation into eqs. (128), (130) and (131), and using the definition
of the ‘t Hooft couplings, eq. (118). In order to show (134), let us begin by introducing
the “connected time ordered product” as the map T conn : ⊗kD(Rd,V inv)→W invN defined
recursively in terms of T by
T conn
(
n∏
i=1
fiOi
)
≡ T
(
n∏
i=1
fiOi
)
−
∑
{1,...,n}=∪I
class∏
I
T conn
(∏
j∈I
fjOj
)
, (135)
where the “classical product” ·class is the commutative associative product onW
inv
N defined
by eq. (94), and where the trivial partition I = {1, . . . , k} is excluded in the sum. By
definition, we have T ′′conn = T conn when acting on n ≤ k − 1 factors, because T ′′ = T
in that case. This implies that we can alternatively write
∑
iΨi(Fk,i) in eq. (132) as
the corresponding difference of connected time ordered products. By a line of arguments
similar to the proof of eq. (104) in lemma 1 using that only connected Feynman diagrams
contribute to the connected time ordered products, it can be seen that have
T conn
(
k∏
i=1
fiOi
)
=
∑
j
(1/N)j+2k−2−
∑
Tl+|Ol|/2
∑
a=(a1,...,aj)
Wa(ta(⊗ifi)), (136)
where each ta is a linear map
ta : ⊗
k
D(Rd)→ E ′|a| (137)
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which can contain only positive powers of 1/N . A completely analogous estimate holds
for T ′′conn, with ta replaced by maps t
′′
a with the same property. By eq. (132) (with the
time ordered products replaced by the connected products in that equation), we therefore
find ∑
i
Ψi(Fk,i) =
∑
j
(1/N)j+2k−2−
∑
Tl+|Ol|/2
∑
a=(a1,...,aj)
Wa(sa), (138)
where we have set sa = ta − t′′a. We now write the expressions appearing on the left side
as Ψi(Fk,i) = Wa(ua), where the distributions ua are related to Ψi and Fk,i via a relation
of the form (28) and (29). If we now match the terms on both sides of this equation and
use the linear independence of the Wa’s, we obtain the desired estimate (133). As already
explained, this proves the desired N -dependence of V ′.
The proof that the field strength renormalization factors Zij in eq. (121) have the
desired N -dependence expressed in eq. (125) is very similar to the proof that we have
just given, so we only sketch the argument. For a given, but fixed N , the factors Zij are
defined implicitly by the relation
lim
l→∞
∑
k≥0
ik
k!
δk+1(fOi,
k∏
θlV ) =
∑
j
ZijfOj. (139)
The desiredN -dependence of the field strength renormalization factors implicit in eq. (125)
is equivalent to
Zij(ε, g1, g2, . . . ) = ε
|Oi|/2+Ti−|Oj |/2−Tj · Zij(ε, g1t, g2t, . . . ), (140)
where Zij are formal power series in the ‘t Hooft parameters and ε (i.e., depending only on
positive powers of ε), and where Ti is the number of traces in the field Oi. In order to prove
this equation from the definition (139), one proceeds by analyzing the N -dependence of
the maps δk+1 in the same way as above.
The desired polynomial dependence of the coefficients of Zij(λ) and g′it(λ) on lnλ when
T ′ arises from T via a scale transformation follows as in [10] from the almost homogeneous
scaling behavior (21) of the time ordered prodcuts in the free theory.
6 Reduced symmetry
In the previous sections, we have constructed interacting field algebras associated with a
U(N)-invariant action as a power series in 1/N . Instead of considering U(N)-invariant
actions, one can also consider actions that are only invariant under some subgroup. In
the present section we will consider actions of the form eq. (81) in which the free part of
the action is invariant under the full U(N)-group, and in which the interaction term V is
now invariant only under a subgroup G of the form
G = U(N1)× · · · × U(Nk) ⊂ U(N), (141)
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where
∑
Nα = N . Since the perturbative construction of a quantum field theory with
such an interaction involves Wick powers and time ordered products in the free theory
that are not invariant under the full U(N) symmetry group but only under the subgroup,
we begin by describing the algebra
WGN = {A ∈ WN | αU(A) = A, ∀U ∈ G} (142)
of observables invariant under G of which these fields are elements. If we define Pα to
be the projection matrix corresponding to the α-th factor in the product (141), then it is
easy to see that WGN is spanned by expressions of the form
Wa,α(t) =
1
N |a|/2
∫
: Tr
(∏
i1∈I1
φ(xi1)Pαi1
)
· · ·Tr
( ∏
iT∈IT
φ(xiT )PαiT
)
: t(x1, . . . , x|a|)
∏
j
ddxj .
(143)
Here, a represents a multi index (a1, . . . , aT ), α represents a multi index (α1, . . . , α|a|), the
Ij ’s are mutually disjoint index sets with aj elements each such that ∪jIj = {1, . . . , |a|},
and t is a distribution in the space E ′|a|.
The large N limit of the algebras WGN can be taken in a similar way as in the case of
full symmetry described in section 3, provided that the ratios
sα = Nα/N (144)
have a limit. As above, the large N limit is incorporated in the construction of a suitable
algebra Xs[ε], depending now on the ratios s = (s1, . . . , sk), of polynomial espressions in
ε whose coefficients are given by generators Wa,α(t). To work out the algebra product
between two such generators as a power series in ε = 1/N , it is useful again to consider
first the simplest case d = 0 corresponding to the matrix model given by the action
functional (47), and by considering the product of the matrix generators
Wa,α =
1
N |a|/2
:
T∏
i
Tr
(
MPαiMPαi+1 · · ·MPαk︸ ︷︷ ︸
ai factors of M
)
:, (145)
corresponding to the algebra elements (143). We expand the product of two such gen-
erators in terms of Feynman graphs as in section 3, the only difference being that the
vertices corresponding to the traces in eq. (145) now also contain projection operators
Pα. We take this into account by modifying our notation of these vertices by indicating
also the projectors adjacent to the vertex. As an example, consider the generator with a
single trace given by
W3,(α1,α2,α3) =
1
N3/2
: TrPα1MPα2MPα3M : . (146)
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This generator will contribute a 3-valent vertex drawn in the following picture:
A closed loop of index contractions occurring in a diagram associated with the product
Wa,α ·Wb,β will contribute a factor of
Tr

 ∏
γ∈{αi,βj}
Pγ

 , (147)
where the product is over all projectors that are encountered when following the index
loop. But the projection matrices Pγ are mutually orthogonal, Pγ′Pγ = δγγ′Pγ , so this
factor is given by Nγ if the projectors in the index loop are all equal to some γ, and
vanishes otherwise. If we let Iα be the number of index loops in a given graph containing
only projections on the Nα-subspace, then we consequently get
Wa,α ·Wb,β =
∑
graphs
sI11 . . . s
Ik
k ε
J+
∑
Hk+
∑
(Vk−2)
∏
lines (k, l)
1
m2
·Wc,γ, (148)
where the sum is only over graphs whose index loops contain only one kind of projectors,
and where ε = 1/N as usual. As in the previous section, Wγ,c arises from the graphs with
loops containing cj external currents each, and c denotes the multi index (c1, c2, . . . ). The
new feature is that each of these loops now also contains projection operators Pγ.
As in the previous section, we can generalize the considerations leading to formula (148)
to determine the product of algebra elements Wa,α(t), t ∈ E ′|a| when the spacetime dimen-
sion is not zero. We thereby obtain a family of algebras Xs[ε] depending analytically on
the ratios s = (s1, . . . , sk). Since by definition 0 ≤ sα ≤ 1 and
∑
sα = 1, the tuples s can
naturally be viewed as elements of the standard (k − 1)-dimensional simplex
∆k−1 = {(s1, . . . , sk) ∈ R
k | 0 ≤ sα ≤ 1,
∑
sα = 1}. (149)
Thus, our construction of the algebras associated with the reduced symmetry group yields
a bundle
σk−1 : ∆k−1 → Alg, s→ Xs[ε] (150)
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of algebras with every point of the standard (k− 1)-symplex for every k. The parameters
s interpolate continuously between situations of different symmetry. If ∆l is a face of ∆k,
(so that l < k), then the assignment fulfills the “self-similar” restriction property
σk ↾ ∆l = σl. (151)
The extremal points of ∆k (i.e., the zero-dimensional faces) correspond to full symmetry,
i.e., the restriction of σk to these points yields the algebras X [ε] constructed in section 3.
We now repeat the construction of the interacting field algebras AV , V =
∑
giOi,
with each Oi an expression in the field that is invariant under the reduced symmetry
group. We denote the vector space of such formal expressions by
V invk = span
{
O =
∏
i
Tr
(
ai∏
(Pαl∂µ1 · · ·∂µjφ)
)
, αl = 1, . . . , k
}
, (152)
(note that V inv1 can naturally be identified with V
inv in the notation introduced earlier).
For an arbitrary but fixed N , a gauge invariant interaction V =
∑
giOi ∈ V invk gives
rise to corresponding interacting quantum fields OV and their time ordered products as
elements in the corresponding algebraWGN [g1, g2, . . . ]. The limit N →∞ can be taken on
the algebraic level in the same way as in the case of full symmetry described in section 4,
provided that the ratios sα = Nα/N are held fixed, and provided that the couplings are
tuned as in (118). This construction directly leads to an algebraAV,s of formal power series
in ε = 1/N as well as the ‘t Hooft couplings git of which the smeared normalized gauge
invariant interacting fields ε|O|/2+TOV (f) and their time ordered products are elements.
The algebra AV,s is now a subalgebra of the algebra Xs[ε, g1t, g2t, . . . ] of formal power
series in the ‘t Hooft couplings, with coefficients in the algebra Xs[ε].
We have constructed in this way a family algebra AV,s parametrized by deformation
parameters s, i.e., a bundle
σV,k : ∆k−1 → Alg, s→ AV,s, (153)
where ∆k−1 is the (k−1)-dimensional standard simplex (149) of which the s are elements.
These deformation parameters smoothly interpolate between situations of different sym-
metry as well as between different interactions. For example, s1 = 1, s2 = · · · = sk = 0
(i.e., N1 = N) corresponds to the extremal case of full symmetry, where only those terms
in the interaction V ∈ V invk contribute that contain only projectors P1 associated with the
N1-factor in the symmetry group. More generally, if ∆l is a face of ∆k, l < k then we
have
σV,k ↾ ∆l = σV,l, (154)
where it is understood that the “V ” appearing in σV,l is the formal expression in V invl
obtained by dropping in V ∈ V invk all terms containing projectors that are not associated
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with the extremal points of ∆l. Using the restriction property (154), one can also construct
bundles of interacting field algebras over an arbitrary k-dimensional (C0-) manifold X by
triangulating X into simplices ∆l.
As in the case of full symmetry, the perturbative expansion of the interacting fields
ε|O|/2+TOV defined via an interaction V ∈ V invk as an element of AV,s, s = (s1, . . . , sk),
is organized in terms of Feynman graphs that are associated with Riemann surfaces.
Moreover, the faces of these Feynman graphs defined by the closed index loops are now
“colored” by the numbers sα. To illustrate this in an example, consider the interacting
field ε3/2(Trφ)θV in case of 3 colors, k = 3, with interaction θ(x)V , where θ is a cutoff
function, and where we take V to be
V (φ) = g
∑
αi∈{1,2,3}
Tr (Pα1φPα2φ · · ·Pαnφ), (155)
In order to make things a little more interesting, we restrict the sum in this equation to
sequences of colors (α1, . . . , αn) such that
α1 6= α2 · · · 6= αn 6= α1. (156)
In the graphical notation introduced above this condition means that the vertices occur-
ring in V are restricted by the property that adjacent projectors Pαi (as one moves around
the vertex) are different.
A retarded product appearing in the perturbative expansion of ε3/2(Trφ)θV with V
given by eq. (155), can now be written as a sum of contributions from individual Feynman
graphs as follows:
ε3/2R(V (y1) · · ·V (yn); Trφ(x)) = g
n
t
∑
genera H
εH
∑
graphs Γ
∑
colorings C
CC,Γ · s
F1
1 s
F2
2 s
F3
3 ·
· εf/2+T rΓ(y1, . . . , yn; x) : Tr
∏
i
∏
αi
φ(yi)Pαi · · ·Tr
∏
j
∏
βj
φ(yj)Pβj :H . (157)
The notation used in the expression is analogous to that in the corresponding equa-
tion (120) in the case of full symmetry, with the following differences: The rΓ are the
distributions appearing in the expansion of the interacting field in scalar φn-theory. By
contrast to eq. (120), there appears now an additional sum over colorings, C, over all ways
to assign colors s1, s2, s3 to those little surfaces in the big surface S associated with the
Feynman graph not containing currents, in such a way that adjacent surfaces are never
occupied by the same color (this corresponds to the property (156) of V ), and Fα is the
number of such little surfaces colored by sα. The combinatorical factor CΓ,C counts the
number of ways in which a given coloring scheme can be produced by assigning the dif-
ferent terms in V to the vertices. The external currents are again collected in the normal
ordered term appearing in eq. (157), where each trace corresponds to following through
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the index line to which the currents within that trace belong, but there now appear also
the projectors Pα that are encountered when following through such an index line. A sim-
ilar expansion can be written down for the interacting fields without cutoff θ, as defined
in eq. (87).
Thus, roughly speaking, the Feynman expansion of on interacting field ε3/2(Trφ)V with
interaction V given by (155) differs from the corresponding expansion of φV in the theory
of a single scalar field with V = gφn only in that the little surfaces in the graphs defined by
the propagator lines are now colored according to the structure of the interaction V , and
each coloring is weighted by the number
∏
α s
Fα
α where Fα is the number of little surfaces
collored by α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The property (156) of the interaction chosen in our example
implies that only those graphs occur which can be colored by 3 colors in such a way that
adjacent little surfaces have different colors. In other words, there cannot appear any
Feynman graphs such that the associated surface cannot be colored by less than 4 colors
in this way. Thus, by choosing the interaction V in the way described above, we have, in
effect, suppressed certain Feynman graphs that would be present in scalar φn-theory.
7 Summary and comparison to other approaches
In this paper, we have constructed perturbatively the gauge invariant interacting quantum
field operators for scalar field theory in the adjoint representation of U(N), with an
arbitrary gauge invariant interaction. These operators are members of an abstract algebra,
whose structure constants, as we demonstrated, have a well-defined limit as N →∞, or,
more properly, are power series in 1/N , with positive powers (provided the coupling
parameters are also rescaled in a specific way by suitable powers of 1/N). In this sense,
these algebras, and the interacting quantum fields that are the elements of this algebra,
also possess a well-defined large N limit. We showed that the renormalization group flow
can be defined on the algebraic level via a 1-parameter family of isomorphisms acting on
the fields via a rescaling of the spacetime arguments, the field strength, and an appropriate
change in the coupling parameters. That flow was shown to be a power series in 1/N
with positive powers, and hence has a large N limit. We also presented similar results in
the case when the interaction of the fields is not invariant under U(N), but only invariant
under certain diagonal subgroups. We did not address issues related to the convergence
of the perturbation expansion or the expansion in 1/N .
Our motivation for investigating the formulation of the 1/N -expansion in an algebraic
framework rather than via Green’s functions of the vacuum state — as is conventionally
done — was that the algebraic formulation is completely local in nature and thereby by-
passes potential infra-red problems, which can occur in the usual formulations via Green’s
functions in massless theories. Also, although we explicitly only worked in Minkowski
space, we were strongly motivated by the fact that an algebraic approach is essential if
one wants to formulate quantum field theory in a generic curved spacetime, where no pre-
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ferred vacuum state exists. Actually, since our arguments are mostly of combinatorical
nature, we expect that the present algebraic formulation of the 1/N expansion can be
carried over rather straightforwardly to curved space.
The algebraic approach presented in this paper is rather different in appearance from
the usual formulation via Green’s functions, so we would briefly like to explain the re-
lationship between the two approaches. In the conventional approach, one considers the
N -dependence of the vacuum Green’s functions27 of gauge invariant interacting fields,
Gn = ω0(OV . . .OV ) associated with the interaction V . For example, for O = Trφ
2,
one finds that the corresponding connected Green’s function Gconnn receives contributions
of order N2−2H from Feynman graphs of genus H (assuming that the couplings in V are
scaled by appropriate powers of 1/N). Thus, the planar diagrams H = 0 make the leading
contribution at large N , with Gconnn ∼ N
2, independent of n.
If one wants to reconstruct from the Green’s functions the Hilbert space of the theory
and the interacting field observables as linear operators on that Hilbert space, one needs
to consider not the connected Green’s functions, but the Wightman Green’s functions Gn
themselves, since the latter enter in the Wightman reconstruction argument. Writing the
Wightman Green’s functions Gn in terms of G
conn
n via the usual formulae, one immediately
gets that Gn ∼ N2n. Hence, it is clear that, if one wants these constructions to be well
defined at infinite N , then one needs to consider the normalized fields N−2Trφ2. Similar
remarks also apply to more general composite fields, with appropriate powers of 1/N in
the normalization factor, depending on the number of traces and the number of basic
fields. These powers coincide precisely with the powers found in our algebraic approach
(see eq. (114)) by different means. The arguments that we have just given are of course
only formal, because the reconstruction theorem, as it stands, is not really applicable in
perturbation theory. Also, as we have already emphasized several times, the Gn may
actually be ill defined because they may involve infra-red divergent integrations over
interaction vertices (in massless theories). The methods of this paper, on the other hand,
give a rigorous construction of the field theory at the algebraic level that, by contrast to
the formulation via Green’s functions, should also be applicable in curved spacetimes.
It is a trivial consequence of the large N -behavior of the connected Green’s functions
that, in the large N limit, the Wightman Green’s functions Gˆn of the suitably normalized
field operators factorize into 1-point functions, Gˆn(x1, . . . , xn) ∼ Gˆ1(x1) · · · Gˆ1(xn). Thus,
it is formally clear that the large N theory is abelian, i.e., the field commutators vanish.
This can be seen explicitly in our algebraic framework, since the commutator of any two
(suitably normalized) interacting fields is seen to be of order N−2. Thus, the algebra AV of
interacting fields is abelian in the large N limit, and consequently the representations are
degenerate. This behavior can be nicely formalized in the algebraic framework by viewing
27One normally considers time ordered Green’s functions, but the arguments do not depend on the
time ordering and therefore also equally apply to the Wightman functions, which we prefer to consider
here.
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AV as a Poisson algebra28, with antisymmetric bracket defined by { . , . } = N2[ . , . ]. In
the limit of large N , that Poisson algebra becomes abelian, as is also the case for the
classical limit29 ~ → 0 (the appropriate definition of the Poisson bracket in that case
being { . , . } = (i~)−1[ . , . ]). Thus, it is seen clearly at the algebraic level that there
exist formal similarities between the large N limit and the classical limit, and that, in
particular, the large N limit of a field theory does not define a quantum field theory
in the usual sense, but rather a Poisson algebra. We note that the large N limit can
thereby be interpreted, within our algebraic framework, as some kind of “deformation
quantization” [1], the deformation parameter being 1/N2.
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